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he year 1983 was in many respects a
very special year. The Catholic church
declared it a "Holy year." The Protestant
churches celebrated it as "Luther's year"
in honor of the Reformer's 500th birthday.
According to the religious calendar of the Jews, it was
a year of Jubilee. And for Seventh-day Adventists, 1983
also had special significance, marking the centenary of
the death of JOHN NEVINS ANDREWS which occurred
in Basel, Switzerland, on October 21, 1883.
The life and work of Andrews are of such importance
that they must be brought to the attention of the
present generation in the history of the Adventist
movement. Adventists in Europe certainly must not
forget the one who was sent to them from the United
States to proclaim the Three Angels' Messages. To this
end, a centennial conference was held in his honor in
Collonges, France, and Basel, Switzerland, from August
30 to September 3, 1983.
First, a symposium was organized at the French
Seminary at Collonges, where the largest portion of J.
N. Andrews' personal library is to be found-more than
600 books, many of which are very old and most
precious. They have been carefully preserved and
restored by Mrs. Tania Lehmann, the Seminary librarian
who also organized an interesting display of documents
and memorabilia relating to Andrews. Some 30 scholars
from the United States, Great Britain and continental
Europe spent three days presenting original papers on
the life and work of Andrews and on the beginning of
the proclamation of the Advent message in Europe.
Among them were special guests of honor, J. N.
Andrews' great-grandchildren: Dr. D. Jeanne Andrews
Willumson and her husband and Mr. Nevins M. Harlan
and his wife.
One day was devoted to visiting historical sights: first,
to 'Neuchatel, where Andrews arrived on October 16,
1874; then to several little towns in the Jura where he
worked, including La Chaux-de-Fonds and St. Imier;
then to Tramelan where the first Adventist church in
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Europe was founded and where Andrews, as well as
Ellen G. White, preached on several occasions. For
Andrews' great-grandchildren, the most stirring moment
was when they stood in front of their grandmother's
house-Charles Andrews', wife, Marie Dietschy. The
historical tour ended at sundown on Friday night at the
Basel cemetery where the great Adventist pioneer to
Europe rests, awaiting the call of the Lifegiver.
The climax of the centenary celebration was the
meeting which took place at Basel, on Sabbath,
September 3, 1983. Over 1800 church members from
Germany, France, S,vitzerland, and elsewhere gathered
together, not to glorify a man, but rather to give thanks
to God for having, by means of Andrews, opened the
world to the Adventist message.
This special issue of Adventist Heritage presents an
abridged version of six of the papers presented at the
John Nevins Andrews Centennial Conference. All
symposium papers will be published by Andrews
University Press in book form, under the capable
editorship of Harry H. Leonard, Jean Zurcher and
Daniel Augsburger, at a later date. In the meantime, we
wanted the readers of Adventist Heritage to be among
the first to enjoy these studies, honoring the memory of
J. N. Andrews whom Ellen G. White praised as "the
ablest man in all our ranks."
J. R. Zurcher
JOSEPH G. SMOOT
n January, 1877, about two and one-half
years after he came to Europe, John Nevins
Andrews became ill with pneumonia and
nearly died. A leading Basel physician called to
treat him, refrained from using drugs at
Andrews' request. The physician remarked that he
appeared to be almost starved to death. Andrews
concluded that a dif~cult regimen of work, plus a rather
poor diet of baker's bread, graham pudding, potatoes
and occasionally a cabbage, had weakened him thus
making him susceptible to the disease. Within two
weeks he had partially recovered, regained his appetite,
and sat up in bed for an hour or two a day. This
enabled him to begin his writing anew and to plan for
his work as a leader of the infant European Seventh-
day Adventist church.
Without question, Andrews' passion for his ministry
in the Adventist cause consumed his life. God's work
fully occupied his conscious efforts. Dedication
becomes a rather trite word when used to describe the
difficulties that he daily confronted. He labored long
hours in his preaching and his writing ministry. He
suffered loneliness, especially in Europe, because of his
wife's death in 1872, but found beautiful comfort in the
company of his teenage children, Mary and Charles.
In response to a request from James White, he wrote
a short autobiographical account of his life in 1877,
including his experience with health reform, for the
journal The Health Reformer. In his life story he
stressed relationships with his family and with his God.
He referred to his ancestors who came to
Massachusetts in 1638, the family experience which
included an Indian massacre, and his two great
grandfathers' service in the Revolutionary War. He
wrote tenderly of his marriage to Angeline Stevens in
1856 who "set herself apart to the work of God, and
faithfully bore with me the burdens of the work." Her
death before he went to Europe caused him great
distress but he was comforted that "she left the most
decisive evidence that she had fallen asleep in Jesus."
Of his own religious experience, he stated simply that
he found the Saviour in 1843 at 13 and began to keep
the Sabbath toward the end of the year 1845. In
summarizing his work in the church, he stated that
"near the latter part of 1850 I entered the work of the
Christian ministry and to this work my life' is still
consecrated."
Today, Andrews stands somewhat remote. In the
contemporary church, surprisingly little clear
understanding of his contributions to Seventh-day
Adventist life and thought exists. Unpublished writings
include a thesis by Gordon Balharrie, written in 1949
for the S~venth-day Adventist Theological Seminary,
which examines in detail for the first time his
contributions to church organization and teachings.
Several papers of uneven quality, written for course
requirements at Andrews University, have also explored
various aspects of his life.
ADVENTIST HERITAGE 3
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made upon my mind, that I have rarely read that
passage since that time, without remembering that
discourse.
NIEU'VE TESTAMENT,
Andrews' recollection of one of his earliest memories
centering on a text of scripture and a sermon reveals
an important character trait of his life. This familiarity
with the word of God led him at a youthful age to
accept the claims of Jesus Christ for himself. This
commitment, in turn, led him to study the Scriptures to
learn and to teach the truths that govern human
conditions as well as the lives of individuals.
He perceived a two-fold task in his teaching ministry.
He traveled widely, preaching messages of hope to
people who desperately needed God's word. Beyond
that, he developed a disciplined life of Bible study that
caused him to write hundreds of articles and several
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"exchange a thousand errors for one truth," it became
clear that he was drawn to them and they to him. They
expressed much affection each one for the other.
Periods of silence and misunderstanding gave way to
times' of confession and forgiveness. On occasion he
signed his letters to them with "much love" and
addressed them as "Very dear Brother and Sister
White."
James White sometimes felt that Andrews did not
support him. Ellen White, however, did not hesitate to
reprove her husband concerning his attitude toward
Andrews, but on several occasions she also gave her
disapproving messages to Andrews. The most severe
rebuke Ellen White wrote to him came in the summer
of 1883. Andrews responded to this message about a
month before he died in a very humble and contrite
spirit. He told her that if she still had other reproofs to
give, "do not withold them, I pray you. I beg you to
believe me as ever one who sincerely desires to follow
the right."
Ellen White had not hesitated through the years to
tell John Andrews to study less and give more attention
to leadership. She urged him to spend less time in
research and publish his materials sooner. In her view,
the church needed simple, readable material and not
the fruits of exhaustive, scholarly research. She
expressed to him the need for his remarriage and
considered some of the actions and views about his
work as selfish, yet she was tender on other occasions
taking care to encourage him.
Andrews stood foremost in supporting the unique
role of both James and Ellen White in the Seventh-day
Adventist church. His defense of James White through
the years enabled White to maintain a wide influence
on the development of the church from the earliest
beginnings, through organization, church expansion,
founding of institutions, and forging ahead in. the midst
of crises and difficulties.
Andrews gave his support to the prophetic role of
Ellen G. White which had untold influence on her
acceptance within the church. He apparently came to
an acceptance of her visions slowly, but once he had
determined in his own mind that God was using her for
a special work, he directed his efforts to gain wide
approval for her ministry through, his own personal
testimony. While Ellen White primarily established her
own authority, Andrews' role in that development was
of major consequence. Without his substantial influence,
her work would have been much harder.
As a writer and preacher, Andrews shaped Adventist
thought with regard to the Scriptures. Perhaps his
greatest contribution to the church centered on his
deep regard for the word of God and the way he
related to it on a personal as well as a scholarly level.
Early in 1877, he wrote to James White about his first
spiritual experience:
My earliest religious conviction was at the age of five
years when I listened to a discourse by Daniel B.
Randall from these words: "And I saw a great white
throne, and him that sat on it, from whose face the
earth and the heaven fled away; and there was found no
place for them." Rev. 20:11.So vivid was the impression
books on important religious themes. His theological
writing constitutes one of the greatest treasures of the
Seventh-day Adventist church. Andrews established
several important doctrinal positions including the
unique Adventist sanctuary teaching and became the
ablest defender of the Church's central teaching of the
Sabbath. He also became a careful expositor of Bible
prophecy, setting the pace for particular Seventh-day
Adventist contributions to prophetic interpretations
with reference to the Three Angels' Messages and the
United States in Bible prophecy.
Andrews' personal relationship to the Bible and the
approaches he used in studying it reveal in important
ways how he achieved his role in the church. He
functioned at three levels in Bible study. First, he chose
to study the Word in great detail, searching out
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particular themes and truths in a verse by verse
examination of a specific topic. He knew he had to
learn the ancient languages in order to be certain of the
message of the Bible. For this reason he studied Greek
and probably, to a lesser extent, Hebrew and also Latin.
While the bulk of his private library remained in
Europe, more than one hundred of his. books are in the
Heritage Room at Andrews University. These incude
Hebrew and Greek grammars published just before he
went to Europe. A Greek lexicon as well as a Greek
edition of Homer's Iliad, apparently used to learn the
classical language, formed a part of his library.
He devoted an extensive amount of time to diligent,
thorough research. He often delayed publication until
he became satisfied with what he had written. Perhaps
somewhat too deliberate, he may have directed his
efforts to a level of scholarship that would not
materially assist the young church in reaching the
masses. On the other hand, no one else attempted to
lay the theological foundations for Seventh-day
Adventist teachings that he did. Ellen White wrote to
him in 1872, urging publication of his History of the
Sabbath and First Day of the Week. She declared that
"souls need the work now." His love of deeper
intellectual concerns led Ellen White to comment that
Adventist success would be "in reaching common
minds." On the other hand, James White had referred to
him as "our theologian" in 1859, suggesting that the
church had a special need for his scholarly work.
Much of his writing reflects a care and an original
stamp that commends it even today for further study.
Andrews developed his writing on the basis of an
exegesis of the Scriptures and a scholarly analysis of
the historical setting. He may properly be called a
Biblical scholar, the foremost one in the early Adventist
church. In his personal library are the Testimonies that
Ellen White wrote for the young Adventist church. In
Testimonies Number 9, he marked the following
sentence: "Some passages are placed beyond the reach
of human minds, until such a time as God chooses, in
his own wisdom, to open them." He tried mightily to
unlock Bible truths.
In the introduction to his book, Three Messages of
Revelation 14, he reveals more fully his view about the
personal message of the Bible. He devoted great effort
with significant success in making the Seventh-day
Adventist church's teachings conform to God's word.
Subsequently, these teachings became a vital part of the
lives of those who accepted the church's exposition of
the messages of the Bible. He wrote:
The Bible is full of references to the second advent of
the Saviour and the events of the great day of God. It
represents that day as the great day of his wrath; as the
time when destruction from the Almightly shall come
upon the wicked, and when the land shall be made
desolate, and the sinners thereof destroyed out of it.
The language of the inspired writers expresses in the
most vivid manner the awful and terrific scenes of that
day in which God arises from his place to punish the
inhabitants of the earth. (p. iii).
Shall mankind have no warning when this destruction
is about to burst upon them? Shall there be no token of
coming wrath to arrest the guilty in their downward
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"About 12 Friday night my husband arrived home. I was
awakened by his calling my name at our bedroom window.
Oh, how my heart leaped with job at the sound of his dear
voice. "
hese simple words from the diary of
Angeline Andrews say much about J. N.
Andrews as a family man. They say that
he was very often not a family man.
There were many sad partings and joyful
reunions for this pioneer preacher and his wife. At one
time his travels with his evangelistic tent kept him
away from home for nearly a year. But Angeline's diary
is also a beautiful testimony to the couple's love for
each other. Witness this passage from the summer of
1860:
Received a letter from my dear husband, also his
picture. I can hardly be reconciled to his long absence
.... He is one of the kindest and best husbands, and it
is a great sacrifice to us both to be thus separated.
In the nineteenth century, to speak of a family was to
speak of far more than a father, mother, and their
children living together in an isolated household.
Grandparents, aunts, uncles, and other kinfolk all
played a much more important role than they do today.
Let us go back, then, to the beginning, extending the
Andrews family backward in time and outward in
kinship ties. J. N. Andrews' paternal ancestors came to
America eighteen years after the arrival of the
Mayflower and settled near Tauton, Massachusetts. In
the "Indian wars," probably King Philip's War of 1675,
nearly the entire family was massacred. Telling of the
tragedy, J. N. Andrews says these were men of "great
stature" and tremendous physical strength who, in their
determination to "sell their lives as dearly as possible,"
tore up trees of "considerable size and used them as
weapons." But the contest was unequal and the Indians
killed them all except one small boy, Henry, who was
sick in the house. This story has all the earmarks of
legend, being so similar to dozens of others which
attached themselves to family histories in New England.
Still, it is entirely likely that the Andrews family
sufferedrin King Philip's War, since there was hardly a
family, Indian or white, which was unscathed.
John's two great grandfathers, David Andrews and
John Nevins, are said to have fought in the American
Revolutionary War. This may explain why the family
moved from Massachusetts to Maine. Many
Massachusetts veterans, including the ancestors of
Ellen White, were paid for their services by grants of
forest land in Maine.
So it was that John Nevins Andrews was born on
July 22, 1829, in Poland, Maine. His father, Edward
Andrews, was 31 at the time, his mother, Sarah, 26.
Nine years later his brother, William P. Andrews, was
born. There were two other children in the family, but
they both died young.
J. N. Andrews later recalled that he "found the
Savior" in February of 1843. Even s.o, he alrilost
certainly did not join the Advent ~ovement until
sometime after November of that year, for in October,
he was in Dixfield, Maine, boarding with his aunt and
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uncle, Persis and Charles Andrews, so that he could
attend Mr. Grover's school. His aunt was very favorably
impressed. Although only 14, John was nearly six feet
tall and wearing boots larger than most men. His aunt
found him "clumsy and bungling at chores and not very
neat," but she was sure he would be a strong man;
"there is no woman about him,." she noted. He was a
"fine, promising boy-a very fine scholar and strictly
moral." His reading voice was superb. He was through
the Latin reader, two-thirds through Algebra, and
superior in English grammar. "Better than all," his aunt
said, he had "first rate common sense." Clearly John
JOHN NEVINS
ANDREWS
Even as a youth, John Nevins Andrews displayed the
serious demeanor of an intellectual. He was "a very fine
scholar ... strictly moral."
EDWARD AND
SARAH
ANDREWS
The parents of John N Andrews:
Edward II (1197-1865) who
benefited from Ellen White's
healing ministry (see I SM 207)
and his wife,
Sarah Pattle (1803-1898).
Courtesy Nevins Harlan
WILLIAM
AND JOHN
ANDREWS
John N. Andrews and
his younger brother William.
Courtesy Lorna Linda University Archives
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was not yet a Millerite, for his aunt believed Millerites
possessed of anything but common sense.
After the "passing of the time," or the "Great
Disappointment," as later generations of Adventists
have come to know it, the Andrews family opened their
home to the Stowells, whose 15 year old daughter,
Marian, had secured a copy of that fateful tract by T. M.
Preble on the seventh-day Sabbath. The Scriptural
arguments convinced her, and she passed the tract to J.
N. Andrews, who was also persuaded. John's parents
were the next to accept the Sabbath, and soon, seven
other families in Paris, Maine, had joined them. Among
these was the family of Cyprian Stevens which included
the future wives of both John Andrews and Uriah
Smith, Angeline and Harriet, respectively.
The Adventists in Paris, Maine, were emotional and
opinionated individuals, some of whom were much
given to the fanatical ideas which ravaged many
Adventist groups in Maine in the mid-1840's. The
principal source of this fanaticism was the idea that
Christ had come spiritually on October 22, 1844, and
now lived in the perfect person of his saints. Since
these saints were now in the seventh millennium,
eternal Sabbath had dawned. Since one does not work
on the:. Sabbath, they refused to work. -Hence the "no
work" 'doctrine about which Mrs. White writes in Life
Sketches. In order to prove that they were now
spiritually in heaven, they sought to humble themselves
and become as little children. To do so, they dispensed
with tables and chairs and crawled around on their
hands and knees like little children. This was the "false
humility" which the young prophetess, Ellen Harmon,
was called upon to correct. Finally, since they were in
heaven, they thought they should be like the angels
who neither marry nor are' given in marriage. This left
them free to take spiritual wives-ostensibly platonic
unions without physical congress. They also practiced
mixed foot-washing, not to mention other outrages on
the decency and good sense of Victorian New
Englanders.
Recently discovered evidence indicates that the
Andrews family was more deeply involved in some
aspects of this fanaticism than we had previously
supposed. P.F0fessor .Herbert D. Andrews of Towson
State University "In Towson, Maryland," .has called our
attention to ~,the diary of Persis Sibley Andrews Black,
now in-"the possession of the Maine Historical Society
in Portland, Maine. Persis Sibley married Charles
Andrews, the politician uncle of J. N. Andrews. For one
thing, Uncle Charles Andrews was not very prosperous,
and he was a member of congress for only a few
months before his death of tuberculosis in April of
1852. More significantly, the diary in question clearly
places the Andrews family among the "no-work"
fanatics. Writing in March of 1846, Persis Andrews says:
We called upon brother Edward-who--poor deluded
man-with his faluily still believe in the speedy coming
of Christ-that the day of grace has been past this year.
They have done no labor for more than two years and
have lived in constant expectation that every day the
world wo'd be consumed by fire. They have nearly
expended all the property of their little community of
"Saints" & nearly exhausted the charity & patience of
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JAMES WHITE
As they prepared to publish the first issue of
the Second Advent Review and Sabbath Herald
(November 1850), the Whites took up room
and board with the Andrews' family in Paris,
Maine. Courtesy Lorna Linda University Archives
ELLEN WHITE
James did not particularly care for the plain
food being served daily. On the other hand,
Ellen's visionary experiences did not seem to
impress Edward Andrews and his family.
Courtesy Lorna Linda University Archives
their friends so that "if time continues" as Edward s'd
he expected they wo'd be obliged to go to work. Some
very likely families well situated with $3000 to $4000 of
property have spent their all & what is worse have kept
their children from school & from industry & educated
them only in cant & delusion.
Because of this fanaticism, the little company in Paris
was so torn and divided that they had not met together
for several years when the Whites visited them in
September of 1849. Almira Stevens, Angeline's mother,
described that time as "sad and painful," noting the
"divisions and subdivisions" which prevailed as "each
heart stood aloof," and mutual confidence was "almost
entirely destroyed."
That 1849 meeting was, Ellen White said; "a green
spot in the desert,'" and proved the beginning of better
days for the Paris believers. Parents confessed to
children, children to parents and to one another. J. N.
Andrews, in all the passion of his youth, exclaimed, "I
would exchange a thousand errors for one truth."
little over a year later, the Whites and
Andrews families became even better
acquainted when James, Ellen, an~ baby
Edson moved in with Edward, Sarah, and
their boys. They had come, of course, to
launch the Second Advent Review and Sabbath Herald,
the first number of which was issued from Paris, Maine,
in November of 1850.
It was during this stay with the Andrews that
incidents occurred which were to sour and stram
relations between the two families for years. Things
seemed to have gotten off to a good enough start. Ellen
White wrote optimistically:
Our home is in Paris, at Brother Andrews, within a few
steps of the Post Office and Printing Office. We shall
stay here some little time. This is a very kind family, yet
quite poor. Everything here is free as far as they have.
Although the Andrews may at first have offered free
board and room to the Whites, before long a yerbal
contract was worked out between Edward and James
whereby the Whites were to pay $20 rent pe! yea~ and
a dollar a week for food. James did n.'ot feel this ',was
any too cheap. After all, the local newspaper editor paid
only a dollar and a half for board at a good local
tavern, which was, James noted bitterly, "worth more
than twice what we two dyspeptics got selecting the
plainest [fare] from a farmer's table." What is more,
James claimed that he seldom ate anything besides
corn bread and potatoes, the latter seasoned with a
little salt and a few spoonfuls of milk.
Finally, in order to prevent "utter starvation," the
Whites set up house-keeping on their own, whereupon
Edward Andrews, aided and abetted by the Stevens
family, began to accuse James of cheating him out of
$8. It seems a paltry sum, but the alleged injustice was
long remembered. This is, of course, all based on James
White's side of the story, but it fits quite well with the
fact that Edward Andrews was as skeptical of James
White's leadership as he was of Ellen White's visions,
and he had very little confidence in either. For many
years he grasped at the most readily available defense
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for his doubts, the allegation that the prophet's husband
had done him out of $8.
Sometime during the course of the stay in Paris,
James White also had occasion to reprove the
shortcomings of some members either of the Andrews
or Stevens family, and the vigor with which he
performed this duty was also a chronic sore point with
the Paris folIc
The Review moved on, of course, to Saratoga Springs,
New York, and, in 1852, to Rochester. Whatever their
difficulties with Father Andrews, the Whites were more
than eager to welcome his son John into their already
overcrowded household in Rochester. Later, when
John's health broke, James gave him the best room in
the house, fed him for free, and supplied him with
wood for his fire. Then he appealed to believers around
the state to raise money to get him some decent
clothes. James put his own name at the head of the list
with a pledge of $100.
Shabby clothes or not, there was one occupant of
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ANNIE SMITH
Annie Rebekah Smith, the older
sister of Uriah, who entertained romantic
ideas about John Andrews for a time.
Courtesy Lorna Linda University Archives
that busy household on Mt. Hope Avenue who found J.
N. Andrews charming and attractive. This was the
youthful poet and proof-reader, Annie R. Smith. There is
sufficient evidence to conclude that during the time
they were both in Rochester, John Andrews gave Annie
Smith reason to believe that he had a romantic interest
in her. In fact, she may have thought he would marry
her.
The secular poems of Annie and her mother show
that she suffered a blighted love. The chief evidence
that John was the object of Annie's love and cause of
her subsequent heartbreak lies half-buried in a letter
Ellen White wrote to John just a month after Annie's
death in 1855. By this time John was courting the girl
he eventually did marry, Angeline Stevens. Mrs. White
wrote to him:
I saw that you could do no better now than to marry
Angeline; that after you had gone thus far it would be
wronging Angeline to have it stop here. The best course
you can take is to move on, get married, and do what
you can in the cause of God. Annie's disappointment
cost her her life.
Although this seems a frightfully severe indictment, it
was probably justified even from a medical standpoint,
since depression makes one so much more vulnerable
to disease and since there was plenty of disease lurking
in that house on Mt. Hope Avenue. James White's
brother Nathaniel and sister Anna had already died of
tuberculosis in those crowded quarters.
In the light of what we now know about the
difficulties between the Andrews and Whites in Paris,
we can read further in Ellen White's letter and find
additional evidence to demonstrate that it was J. N.
Andrews who disappointed Annie. Immediately after the
sentence in which she says Annie's disappointment cost
her her life, Mrs. White adds:
I saw that you [John] were injudicious in her [Annie's]
case and it all grew out of a mistaken view you had of
James. You thought he was harsh and impatient toward
Paris friends, and you stepped right in between Annie
and us; sympathized with her in everything. The interest
manifested for her was undue and uncalled for, and
showed that you had a great lack of confidence in us.
JOHN AND
ANGELINE
ANDREWS
Following their marriage in 1856,
John Andrews and his wife Angeline
(nee Stevens) posed for the photographer,
each holding a book. She was not about
to be outdone by her husband!
Courtesy Mina Kirstein
What Mrs. White appears to be saying is that because
John believed James White to have been too harsh, he
sympathized unduly with Annie Smith in some difficulty
she had with James. Annie misinterpreted this
sympathy as affection for her when, in fact, it grew
more out of opposition to James White. When Annie
discovered the truth, she was devastated.
Since this issue of Adventist Heritage is in
celebration of J. N. Andrews, some may question the
propriety of public discussion of such unflattering
chapters in our hero's life. The object is not to tarnish
the image of this revered pioneer, but to recall that the
pioneers were, after all, people. Such a motive can be
defended from Ellen White's observations about the
Bible's unvarnished portrayal of its heroes' lives:
Had our good Bible been written by uninspired persons,
it would have presented quite a different appearance
and would have been a discouraging study to erring
mortals, who are contending with natural frailties and
the temptations of a wily foe. But as it is, we have a
correct record of the religious experience of marked
characters in Bible history. Men whom God favored,
and to whom He entrusted great responsibilities, were
sometimes overcome by temptation and committed sins,
even as we of the present day strive, waver, and
frequently fall into error. But it is encouraging to our
desponding hearts to know that through God's grace
they could gain fresh vigor to again rise above their evil
natures; and, remembering this we are ready to renew
the conflict ourselves.
There is no better model for historical candor than is
found in the vivid pages of the Bible.
Although Mrs. White had opposed John's marriage
plans on the basis of a vision, once those plans were in
place and had advanced as far as they had by August of
1855, she encouraged John, also on the basis of a
vision, to go ahead and marry Angeline Stevens. God's
greatest glory might not always be served by our
decisions, but God is apparently concerned with the
innocent others we involve in those decisions. Angeline
had every right to expect that John would marry her.
That being the case, it was then God's will that John
should marry Angeline. -The wedding was delayed for
more than a year, but finally, on October 29, 1856, John
and Angeline were married. The ceremony probably
took place in Iowa, where the Andrews and Stevens
families had moved in November of 1855.
he place they chose to settle was in
Allamakee County, Jefferson Township, in
the far northeastern corner of the state.
Eighteen miles to the north was the
Minnesota border. The Mississippi River ran
roughly the same distance to the east. The Andrews
farm was three and a half miles directly south of the
little town of Waukon. Prairie land it is, flat except for
an occasional sink hole. If one needed wood for fence
rails or pot bellied stoves, you would go another mile
or so south where the land slopes down to Norfolk
Creek.
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Looking over the roster of Adventists who soon
congregated near Waukon, we discover that the church
in the east was losing some promising talent to the lure
of rich prairie sod. Not only did the Andrews and
Stevens family go, but the Butlers came from Vermont
to join them. In 1856, J. N. Loughborough arrived from
Rochester, bringing with him his friends and next-door
neighbors, Jonathan and Caroline Orton who, in turn,
brought their daughter and son-in-law, Drusilla and
Bradley Lamson. The defection of these prominent
members from Rochester must have left quite a gap in
that congregation, not to mention the damage suffered
by the evangelistic forces of the church when the two
"J. N.'s,"-Andrews and Loughborough-switched from
harvesting souls to shocking hay and slopping hogs-
yes, slopping hogs. Health reform was still several years
away.
John and Angeline doubtless shared his parents'
house from the beginning. Farm-making was not an
easy or inexpensive undertaking. Poor as they were, the
Andrews would hardly be in a position to erect
separate structures. Later, Angeline would continue to
live with her in-laws while John was away on preaching
t~urs, even though her own mother, sisters, and
brothers were in the neighborhood.
It was Just two months after John and Angeline were
married that James and Ellen White made their now-
almost-legendary visit to Waukon. We all recall the
story of their dash across the melting Mississippi ice
followed by the bone-chilling sleigh ride over the snow-
covered and wind-swept prairie to Waukon.
James White found the believers doing almost
nothing to "set the truth before others." Their time,
instead, was "almost wholly occupied with the things of
this life." Furthermore, they generally rejected the
applicability of the Laodicean message to the Sabbath-
keeping Adventists. Since this was James and Ellen
White's main burden at this time, we can appreciate
what James meant when he noted that they were
received with "Christian courtesy," but not the affection
formerly accorded them. James presented the
Laodicean message, but Waukon Adventists would have
it no other way than that the arguments against his
position be presented the next day. The visitors from
Battle Creek were getting nowhere.
As the visit progressed, James 'discovered that the
biggest grudge the Waukon folk held against him at this
time was the feeling that he had been rash in moving
the Review to Battle Creek. James carefully explained
his course in that matter and, little by little, the icy
reserve of his alienated friends began to melt. "The
tender spirit of confession and forgiveness was
mutually cherished by all," he reported. James felt his
efforts in "facing the prairie winds and storms" were
more than repaid, and J. N. Loughborough returned
with him to resume his ministerial labors.
J. N. Andrews was soon conducting meetings in the
local area, but he did not go back to the traveling
ministry until 1859, two years later. We know of only
two events in the Andrews family during the nearly
three years after the Whites' visit, one joyous and one
tragic. The joyous event was the birth of Charles
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Melville Andrews on October 5, 1857, a little less than a
year after his parents' marriage. The next year, on
September 6, 1858, Angeline's father, Cyprian Stevens,
died of a rattlesnake bite after lingering for five days in
incredible agony. He was 64.
In June of 1859, John attended a conference in Battle
Creek where it was voted that he should work with
Loughborough in the Michigan evangelistic tent. George
Amadon was sent to Waukon to take his place on the
farm and Hiram Edson sent money to pay Amadon's
wages.
eginning in October of 1859, the story
of the Andrews family is enriched by one
of the most prized sources a family
historian could wish for: the wife's diary.
Angeline Andrews' diary is a bit sporadic.in
places, but it records the major events of the family's
history together with facinating insights into farm life,
church 'affairs, and personal relationships. This diary
carries all the way down to January of 1865.
John was back home as the diary opened in October
1859. Angeline noted that her son, Charles Melville, was
a "rugged little fellow," who loved to run out of doors.
As befits the son of a scholar, Charlie was "much
interested in his letters" and even though he was barely
two, he was already able to identify more than a dozen
of them. When John was at home, he did the work of a
farmer like all of his neighbors. One day he might haul
20 bushels of wheat off to the grist mill for grinding, on
another he would be out searching for a lost heifer.
By late November, John was gone on another
preaching tour and Angeline's diary takes up its
frequent refrain: "Am disappointed in not getting a
letter from John." A few days later, she noted
romantically: "Last eve the evening star Venus was right
in the window in the end of the house." The omen
brought two letters from John the next day. Six months
later, John was still in New York State and was writing
as though he might stay there a good while longer. "I
feel [a] good deal cast down in view of his long
absence," Angeline told her diary, "Yet I would have
him move in the order of God. 0 Lord, direct him."
Anyone who has ever been in love can appreciate
Angeline's feelings as she writes: "There is a want in my
heart which remains unfulfilled. I do not seem to get
much satisfaction either in writing or receiving letter."
She ventured to tell John some of her "sad feelings,"
and confessed to feeling more cheerful once she had
expressed herself. Then she added, "I want John to do
just right. "
In mid-June, 1860, Angeline had gone five days
without a letter. She could hardly stand it. She walked
the three and a half miles to Waukon hoping to find
one, but she was disappointed. She waited overnight,
but still no letter came. Finally, she decided she might
as well retrace her steps back home.
In June of 1860, Angeline's sister Harriet, the wife of
Uriah Smith, was visiting. Early one morning their
younger sister Frances Jeanette, or Nettie, as they
called her, came down to the Andrews' home before
Angeline was up with the surprising word that Harriet
was returning to Battle Creek at once. Angeline and
Mother Andrews hurrie"d up to the Stevens house
before breakfast to see what was the matter. Harriet
was in a state of extreme agitation and distress. She.
had received a letter from Sister White. "Oh,"Angeline
wrote in her diary, "1will not attempt to describe the
state of mind Harriet was in."
We have the very letter Ellen White wrote to Harriet
on this occasion. At the same time, she wrote a very
similar but considerably longer letter to John. As one
reads these letters, the mind reels and staggers. The ego
swells and rages. Ellen White expected as much. She
told Harriet:
Those who fall into an agony, as you have, at the least
censure or reproof do not realize that they are perfectly
controlled by the enemy.... You may call your feelings
grief, but you have not realized them as they were. It
has been anger, and you have been selfish. . . . How
much faith do you have in the visions? They do not
bear a feather's weight on your mind.
Sometimes we think we are the first generation of
Adventists to have so many questions and doubts about
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Uriah Smith and his wife, Harriett Newall Stevens -Angeline Andrews' sister.
Courtesy Lorna Linda University Archives
Ellen White's prophetic gift. But human nature does not
change. It does not like reproof-not even from a
prophet. Angeline and Harriet and John had their own
doubts and their own problems. "When everything
moves on smoothly," Ellen White told Harri~t:
then past dissatisfactions and difficulties in Paris lie
dormant, but when a reproof or rebuke is given, the
same dissatisfaction arises. "Brother White was wrong
back there; he was too severe and he is too severe
now." Then jealous, hard feelings arise. As he is in
union with the visions given, as the visions and his
testimony agree, the visions are doubted, and Satan is
working secretly to affect and overthrow the work of
God.
Do we begin to see the problem with which James
and Ellen White were faced and how crucial the
Andrews and Stevens families were to the situation?
Through Harriet, the church's most talented writer and
editor, Uriah Smith, was influenced. Meanwhile, the
church's most capable Biblical scholar and theologian,
J. N. Andrews, also partook of the spirit emanating
from Waukon.
These doubts about the visions, these resentments
against James White, these feelings, Ellen White told
Harriet, had been "brought down from Paris to
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Rochester, and from Rochester to Waukon, and from
Waukon" to Battle Creek. The Waukon believers, Ellen
White said, would not
stand in the light until they wipe out the past by
confessing their wrong course in opposing the
testimonies given them of God. ... . Either their feelings
must be yielded, if it tears them all to pieces, or the
visions must be given up. There will either be full union
or a division. The crisis has come.
Ellen White confessed that sometimes she had but
little courage to write to individuals, because even' after
she had written with feelings of deepest anguish. and
tears, they laid the letter aside, and said, "I believe the
visions, but Sister White has made a mistake in writing
it. She has heard reports of these things and has got it
mixed up with her visions and thinks she saw it all."
Angeline's diary proves that there was some
substance to Mrs. White's statements about the doubts
of the Andrews and Stevens families. However,
Angeline saw these doubts as sincere uncertainty rather
than sinful resistance. About three weeks after Harriet
left, Angeline visited Thomas and Mary Mead. The
Meads were a very devout couple, and Angeline opened
up her heart to them, telling them how she felt about
what happened in Paris and relating her doubts about
the VISIons. "I have great confidence in Bro. and Sr.
Mead," she wrote in her diary that night, "[But].1 cannot
yet take just the position in regard to Sr. W.'s visions
they do-they fully believe them to be all right from
God, consequently of equal authority with the Bible."
Later that month, the subject came up in a Sabbath
meeting. "There is some difference of views as to the
place [the visions] should occupy in the church,"
Angeline noted:
. . . some hold them as equal authority with the Bible
and are designed to correct and guide the church.
. . . Others believe [the] Bible does not sanction such
use of them. Oh, that we might understand just the right
position to take in regard to them.
In spite of Ellen White's strong words in her letter to
Harriet, the overall attitude of the Waukon congregation
had not yet changed. Meanwhile, farm life went on as
usual. Raspberries were ripening in July, the turkeys
were growing plump; the rye harvest arrived, then the
wheat harvest. On the home front there was the
pervasive presence of illness, disease, and death.
Mother Andrews had dysentery. Charles was sick and
vomiting. Angeline's face swelled up with an abcessed
tooth. Late in 1860, she visited a neighbor, George
Geasy. "Their little babe," she wrote that night, "is but
just alive. It was a sorry spectacle. Oh, what ravages
death makes. My little Charles still lives. Oh, may I
bring him up for God." Two days later, Angeline stayed
up all night with the Geasy infant, but it was no use:
the child died. The first frost came in mid-September,
1860. A month later, John came home. He had been
gone nearly a year. Angeline had received 59 letters
from him in that time. She counted and numbered every
one.
ohn stayed home that winter, working
on his History of the Sabbath, writing
religious articles for the local newspaper,
and holding meetings nearby. In the
summer of 1861, an invitation came for him to
join the Minnesota tent, and he was off again. Angeline
was five months pregnant when he left. Their second
child, born September 29, 1861, was a girl, Mary
Frances.
John was back home in time for his brother's
wedding in December. William married Martha A.
Butler, sister of George I. Butler. It was their daughter,
Edith, whom J. N. Andrews took back to Europe with
him after his own daughter died in 1878. William also
died that year, and Martha came to Europe where she
married A. C. Bourdeau. Thus Martha tied together, by
marriage, three of the most prominent Adventist
families of the 19th century.
Late in 1861 fresh testimonies from James and Ellen
White arrived in Waukon. We do not know what these
contained, but in the end they did prod~ce a more
favorable response from the Waukon church. John sent
in his own confession to the Review in November. More
messages came; John read these to the little
congregation, then wrote further confessions to James
and Ellen White early in 1862. This time the letter was
signed by Angeline as well:
My heart is pained in view of my past course and the
position which I have occupied relative to the visions.
Oh, why have I stood out in rebelling against them as I
have? How dark has been my mind and how little have
I realized of the exceeding sinfulness of my course ....
Dear Brother and Sister, how many and heavy have
been the burdens you have borne on my account and
others of us at Paris. . . . I know I can never make
amends for the ipast, but I am resolved to do what I can.
. . . My influence against the visions has not been from a
multiplicity of words against them. . . . But I confess I
have not stood up for them and borne testimony in
their favor.
In another letter the same day, John enlarged on the
point:
I have lacked to some extent that living faith in the
visions that God will alone accept. Not that I have
knowingly gone contrary to their testimony, but they
have seemed to be a source of terror and distress so
that I could not make that use of them that is such a
blessing to others.
At this same time, Angeline, her mother Almira, and
her sister Pauline, all wrote similar letters of confesion
and reconcilliation to the Whites. It would be another
year yet before crusty old Edward Andrews would
unbend enough to make a similar confession.
John left to work with the New York tent in June of
1862. In November, Ellen White wrote him
encouragingly:
I saw that God has accepted your efforts. Your
testimony in New York has been acceptable to him....
He has wrought for your wife and she has been learning
to submit her will and way to God. . . . There has been
a work, a good work, with some in Waukon.
John had begun to think now of moving his wife and
children away from Waukon. The brethren were urging
him to settle in New York State. He wrote Angeline and
laid the matter before the whole family. Angeline at first
volunteered to come with baby Mary, but leave Charles
behind. When she finally left in February, however, she
made a clean break with Waukon and brought both
children with her. Her brother-in-law William and sister
Nettie rode with her to the river. "It is hard parting with
dear friends," she told her diary sadly.
The next day she was on the train for Battle Creek.
She stopped there to spend two days with Harriet, and
while she was at the Smith home, James and Ellen
White came for dinner and stayed on till supper. The
three ladies visited all afternoon, then, after supper,.
Harriet and Angeline walked home with Ellen. She
.showed then1 all over her house, and Henry and Edson
played their melodeon for them. Angeline and Ellen had
a talk about the past with "considerable satisfaction" to
Angeline.
Finally, after eight long months, Angeline was
reunited with her husband on February 17, 1863. It had
been a tiresome journey with a five-year-old boy and a
girl of 17 months, but Angeline rejoiced that the Lord
had brought her safely through. Little Mary, however,
was not so happy. She was afraid of everyone. Two
days later she was still not willing to sit on. her father's
lap.
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John and Angeline Andrews with their two children, Mary
Frances and Charles Melville. The family portrait was taken
in Rochester, New York, early in 1863. Courtesy Nevins Harlan
or the next two and a half months, the
Andrews stayed around Rochester, mostly
with Bradley and Drusilla Lamson. They
took the occasion to get a family portrait
taken and to get some dental work done. John
had his last few upper teeth removed and an entire new
upper plate made to replace them. Angeline had 14
teeth, extracted while she was, at least partially, under
the influence of chloroform. Her new false teeth cost
her $10.
Finally, in late April, the family decided to settle in
Kirkville, New York, ten miles west of Syracuse on the
Erie Canal. "The house," Angeline noted, "is of an
ordinary cast, yet very good I understand, having been
recently fixed up. Attached to the house is an excellent
garden containing quite a variety of fruits."
Once they settled in their house, Charles promptly
came down with scarlet fever. John took a weekend
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appointment in the middle of this illness, leaving
Angeline alone to deal with one frightening night when
her son woke up with a high fever and a sore throat.
John was back on Sunday with a nice porcelain kettle
and spent the day helping Angeline put up wallpaper.
The next day he was off to Michigan to attend the
conference of 1863 at which the Seventh-day Adventist
Church was officiallyorganized. He was home again the
last of May and gone again the second of June. "I miss
him much," Angeline wrote, "but it is for the Lord's
work and I will [endure] it cheerfuly."
Early in September of 1863, Angeline was nearly
seven months pregnant when she was stricken with
"fever and ague," probably malaria. A high fever can
sometimes bring on premature labor, and this
apparently happened in Angelines's case. On the 9th of
September, after six days of illness, she gave birth
prematurely to a little daughter. All that day Angeline's
sufferings were so intense that she had no knowledge
of what had happened. Four days later the baby died
and was the first to be buried in the Andrews' family
plot in Mt.Hope Cemetery in Rochester, New York.
About this same time, after an absence of several
months, John came home in the company of James
White. James remembered the homecoming as one of
the most sad and touching he had ever witnessed.
Charles, bubbling with joy at the sight of his father,
came hopping across the street dragging a crippled leg
after him. "Father! Father!" he cried excitedly. But John
groaned in anguish as he scooped up his little boy and
noticed how bad his leg was. Since the age of two
Charles's leg had shown strange symptons. The ankle
grew more swollen and stiff while the entire leg
withered to a quarter of the size of the right leg, yet
maintained its normal length.
Interest in health reform was now on the rise among
Adventists, and just after the family moved to
Rochester, in April of 1864,Angeline and Mellie (as she
called her son Charles by now) went to "Our Home on
the Hillside" to seek treatment for the boy's leg. Once
there, Mellie got sick again, this time with the measles,
but his leg improved. When the Dansville stay was over
in mid-July, Angeline had a pleasant homecoming. John
was "very much struck" with the improvement in his
son, and Angeline was just as pleased with her new
home. Fellow believers had donated a nice new carpet
for their parlor and the Whites had sent a beautifully
framed photograph of their family as a present.
On August 9, 1864,the Andrews' fourth and last child'
was born, a little girl they named Carrie Matilda, giving
her the same initials as her big brother. She would live
just a little more than a year, dying in September of
1865of dysentery.
That same month there was great excitement in the
Andrews' household when John was chosen as a
special envoy to visit the Provost Marshall General in
Washington in order to secure recognition for Seventh-
day Adventists as noncombatants. John may have
criticized James White in the past, but now he was very
anxious that James go with him to Washington. This
was not to ,be, but James did come through Rochester
Angeline Andrews was laid to rest in Mount Hope
cemetery (Rochester, New York), next to the grave of .
her daughter Carrie Matilda who had died in infancy,
in 1865. Courtesy Lorna Linda University Archives
on his way to Dansville and spent a day planning and
praying with John. Then the two men went downtown
where James spent $50 to buy John a new suit of
clothes.
The mission to Washington was successful, and when
John returned, he went to Dansville to join the Whites
and Uriah Smith for a much-needed rest. Old Paris
troubles were forgotten by now and when the Dansville
visit was over, the Whites came to the Andrews' home
for an ample diilner of sweet potatoes, pumpkin pie,
bread, peaches, grapes, apples, and tomatoes.
In January, 1865, the Angeline Andrews diary ends.
For some time after this we know relatively little about
the family's life aside from what we learn from
obituaries. In April, 1865, John's father passed away. In
September, little Carrie died, as we have already
mentioned. Angeline's sister Nettie, who married J. P.
Farnsworth in November of 1864, died in 1868.
t was during the period after his father's
death that John wrote his first articles in
defense of James White's leadership and Ellen
White's prophetic gift. It had always been hard
for the Paris Adventists, sentimental and
sensitive as they were, to accept the vigorous,
straightforward style in which James and Ellen White
issued rebukes. John's sister-in-law, Harriet, called
James' style "cutting and slashing." John put it more
euphemistically, saying of James White that "certainly
no one is so faithful in plainness of speech."
But in the spring of 1868, John spent four months
working and living with the Whites. John had seen Mrs.
White in vision many times, but her state in vision did
not, apparently, convince him that she was a true
prophet. Now, however, as he watched her work,
preach, and write late into the night, his attitude
changed. What impressed him most was the deep
distress and anguish she suffered as she struggled to
write out her sometimes unpleasant and unwelcome
messages.
On February 17, 1872, just after John and Angeline
had retired, Angeline suffered a stroke. Her right side
was partially paralyzed, her right arm useless. She could
hardly speak. Day after day John and the children
prayed for her, and gradually she improved. One
pleasant morning a month later, Angeline decided to
attempt a short walk out of doors. John was helping
her put on her coat when suddenly her legs gave way
and she sank to the floor unconscious. Angeline S.
Andrews died early the next morning, March 19, 1872.
She was 48 years of age. John wrote her eulogy for the
Review:
I here bear record to the fact that she has done the
utmost in her power to help me to go out to labor in
the cause of God, and has never once complained when
I have remained long absent. During the entire period of
our married life no unkind word ever passed between
us, and no vexed feeling ever existed in our hearts.
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Looking to the future, he continued: "Henceforth it
shall be my business to lead our dear children toward
the heavenly city, and to strive more worthily to preach
Christ to perishing men." After Angeline's death John
made South Lancaster, Massachusetts, his center of
operations, and the children stayed there with the
Harris family.
Before he left for Switzerland in 1874', John made a
trip back to Waukon to visit his widowed mother. He
hastened his journey because. Martha, his sister-in-law,
had recently given birth to triplets. The babies died
imrnediately, and Martha appeared to be recovering
well when a dangerous relapse occurred. John rushed
to Waukon fearing he might not find her alive, but she
recovered, later joining him in Europe.
On September 15, 1874, J. N. Andrews embarked for
Europe. Artist Harry ....Anderson has immortalized the
departure aboard the Atlas. His painting is familiar to
Adventists. Waving his hat from the deck, John looms
high above the other figures. Just below is fresh-faced
Charles, now nearly 17, and his sister Mary, almost 13.
n Switzerland, John's children provided him
invaluable emotional support and practical
assistance. Half of each day Charles worked
in the printing office learning the trade~ The
other half he studied French and German and
helped his father read proofs. "He is perfectly steady
and quiet and gives me no trouble," John wrote proudly.
"He is my companion by day and by night, and seems
to prefer my company to that of any young person.
Indeed, I should not know [how] to live without him."
Mary did not like sleeping under feather blankets, but
she did take well to the French language. She would
read the galley proofs of her father's paper-Les Signes
des Temps-after Brother Aufranc, whose native tongue
was French, and she would sometimes find grammatical
errors which had escaped his eye. Father and children
took their language studies very seriously. They even
signed the following pact:
We hereby covenant together that we will use only the
French language in our conversations with one another.
MARY ANDREWS
Mary Andrews gained a solid grasp of the French
language and provided valuable assistance to her father
in his publishing efforts in Europe.
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CHARLES ANDREWS
Charles' skill as a typesetter and proofreader made him
indispensable to his father who wrote: "1 should not
know [how} to live without him."
Courtesy Mina Kirstein
. . . We will try in the fear of God to keep this covenant,
and ask His help that we may fulfill it faithfully. But it
shall be our privilege to use the German language
whenever we can speak a word or sentence of it.
Early in 1877, John was seriously ill with pneumonia.
When the doctor came and opened his shirt, he
exclaimed: "This man is almost starving to death." John
had been working terribly hard and trying to save all he
could on food in order to. put more money into his
publishing and evangelistic work. The family lived on
baker's bread, graham pudding, potatoes, and
occasionally cabbage. They used milk and butter only
for cooking and had almost no fruit. This diet was
probably dangerously low in vitamins A and C,
riboflavin, iron, and calcium. To top it off, their
housekeeper was "about the poorest cook" John had
ever met. A woefully inadequate diet was not the only
threat to the family's health. Sanitary conditions were
just as bad. The privies were in the house and there
was no running water to clean them properly.
It came as no surprise that by the fall of 1878, many
became seriously ill. Since John was preparing to return
to America for the General Conference Session, he
decided to take Mary with him. "We fear consumption
is fastening upon her," he explained, "She has lost much
of her strength and has considerable cough."
It was Rochester all over again. A struggling new
paper, a crowded house full of workers, poor diet, poor
sanitation and, inevitably, tuberculosis. After their
return to Battle Creek, Mary died on November 27,
1878. She was buried beside her mother in Mt. Hope
cemetery. From Europe, Charlie wrote his father: "Our
separation will be but short . . . and then, if faithful, we
shall meet our loved ones. . . . So, pa, don't feel
discouraged .... We pray much for you."
Mrs. White was in Texas when Mary died. She wrote
tenderly to John:
We deeply sympathize with you in your great sorrow,
but we sorrow not as those who have no hope. . . .
Mary, dear precious child, is at rest. She was the
companion of your sorrows and disappointed hopes .
Through faith's discerning eye, you may anticipate .
your Mary with her mother"and other members of your
family answering the call of the Life-giver and coming
forth from their prison house triumphing over death ....
The Lord loves you, my dear brother. He loves you.
Mrs. White not only consoled John, she also
counselled him at this juncture that he should marry
again before returning to Europe and even suggested a
qualified candidate. John replied that he esteemed very
highly the person she had named, and that Mrs. White
had led him, for the first time since Angeline's death, to
seriously consider taking another wife. However, John
felt that this was impossible:
Not because I cannot find anyone good enough, but
simply because I am still a deep mourner for the wife
that sleeps in death and my affection seems incapable
of detaching itself from her and taking up some other,
however worthy. It is true that myself and children have
suffered greatly at times because we lack the care of
some good woman, but we have always been supremely
happy and satisfied in each other's society.
Valuing romantic love as. we do, we may at first see
John's refusal to remarry as beautiful devotion to the
memory of his wife. However, seen in the light of the
more practical aspects of family life, and noticing that
Mary had already died of tuberculosis and John would
die before long, we cannot help but wonder how
different things might have been if John had
relinquished his beautiful but selfish grief, and taken the
practical step which Ellen White had suggested. As a
matter of fact, John's refusal to remarry was rather
unusual for this time. Given the high death rates of the
period it was quite common for a person to have two
or even three spouses if he or she lived to an old age.
Ellen White would later fault John for rejecting the
counsel. She wrote in 1883:
I was shown that you made a mistake in starting for
Europe without a companion. If you had, before
starting, selected you a godly woman who could have
been a mother to your children, you would have done a
wise thing, and your usefulness would have been
tenfold to what it has been. You are not a domestic
man.
In Basel once more, John had not one grief but two
to weaken him. He seemed feeble all the time. He cried
to God constantly for help, but said, "The restorative
power in my system seems to be broken down and
since the death of Mary it has been impossible for m~
to rally." Dr. Kellogg had warned John that Mary's
disease was contagious, but John could not refuse her
wishes nor deny himself the privilege of nursing her. He
had taken care of her night and day, and soon enough
he realized that Dr. Kellogg had been right.
In the spring of 1881 he was confined to bed, certain
of his own death unless God intervened. He struggled
on till the fall of 1883. His aged mother came to be with
him. His last days, it is said, were filled with
"cheerfulness, freedom of spirit, and hopeful trust in
God." He died October 21, 1883.
For J. N. Andrews, as for most of us, family life
was both a source of perplexing difficulties and
indispensable blessing. For a time, the doubts and
criticisms of his kinfolk crippled and confused his
ministry. Later, his attachment to his grief hampered his
usefulness. But in the loneliness and trial of his Swiss
mission, Charles and Mary had sustained him. In earlier
days, on those long journeys to the wilds of Minnesota
and the villages of western New York, Angeline's letters
had inspired and comforted him. And, after all, few
husbands can say what John did when Angeline died,
that "during the entire period of our married life, no
unkind word ever passed between us."
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ithin the ensemble of early Adventist
church leaders, John Nevins Andrews
(1829-1883) emerged as intellectual and
humanitarian, churchman and missionary.
Ellen White would describe him as "the
ablest man in all our ranks." Yet John Andrews did not
always enjoy complete harmony with church leadership,
especially in relation to James and Ellen White. While
Andrews and the Whites mutually respected and
supported each other, they experienced periods of
stress and tension in their long and illustrious
relationship. All the while, however, Andrews remained
close to other influential leaders, such as Uriah Smith,
George 1. Butler and John Loughborough, as these
brethren tried to acknowledge the particular leadership
role of the Whites. As with the Jerusalem church of the
first century, early Adventism saw marked personal
differences at the very core of its talented and
productive leadership.
The friendship and close working relationship
between Andrews and the Whites undoubtedly
constituted one of the major forces in his life. Their
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acquaintance began in Paris, Maine, about 1845. In
September, 1849, the Whites visited Paris for a special
meeting. Fanaticism had torn the small group of
Sabbath-keepers apart but on that occasion God's spirit
brought correction, confession, and reconciliation to
such a marked degree that John exclaimed, "I would
exchange a thousand errors for one truth." The young
Andrews joined the Whites and began to travel about
New England first and very soon thereafter, the middle
west.
During these years, Andrews began to write for the
l?eview and touched on most of the basic themes that
he would return to many times in his research and
writing during the rest of his life. He clearly became the
chief spokesman for the developing theological beliefs
of the Sabbath-keeping Adventists. In 1850, his article
on Revelation 13 and 14 began his inquiry into the
messages of the three angels and the end-time
prophecies. Also in this year, he began to challenge
those who attacked the Sabbath-keeping Adventists.
By 1852, Andrews chose to write a series of seven
articles answering charges made by O. R. L. Crosier
A little-known. photograph of John Nevins Andrews.
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and his family do not stand clear. . . . They will not
stand in the light until they wipe out the past by
confessing their wrong course in opposing the
testimonies given them of God. . . . Either their feelings
must be yielded ... or the visions must be given up."
John Andrews made a public confession in a letter
published late in 1861. He admitted that he had "not
exerted that direct influence in behalf of the testimony
of the Spirit of God, given through vision to Sister
White, that I might have done." He declared that he
proposed "not merely to believe the testimony of the
vision, but to impress the importance of their testimony
upon others." Angeline Stevens wrote a letter of
confession to the Whites also at this time and a year
later, John's father made his confession.
against the Sabbath. At the end of 1852 and early in
1853, his articles on the Sanctuary laid a solid
foundation for this unique Adventist teaching. By this
time, Andrews demonstrated a knowledge of Greek and
Hebrew as well as standard theological works. Later in
1853, a series of articles on the history of the Sabbath
launched him into a life-long interest in scholarship and
reverence for the sacred day of rest he loved and
defended so ably. His research had led him to deeper
aspects of these subjects which soon became evident in
other articles. By 1855 he had published more than fifty
articles in the Review.
The fervor with which he tackled his role as a
minister endeared him especially to James White who
was no stranger to hard work. His defense of White late
in 1854 against. charges of diverting funds for personal
gain must have also struck a responsive chord. In just
five years, J. N. Andrews had made a large impact on
the growing body of Sabbath-keeping Adventists. He
had also taxed his own physical resources to the limit
and beyond.
fter John got home to Maine in 1855, the
Andrews family decided to move to Iowa
and begin farming in the fertile west. By
November, 1855, they were settled in
Waukon just across the Mississippi River
from Illinois. The Cyprian Stevens family moved to
Iowa from Maine in 1856, and John Andrews married
Angeline Stevens on October 29, 1856. Their son,
Charles Melville, was born on October 5, 1857, and their
daughter, Mary Frances, was born on September 29,
1861. Two other children died in infancy.
Conquering the Iowa wilderness did not prove easy.
Hard work became the lot of thoseN ew Englanders
starting over in the west. John Andrews was there
farming rather than writing and preaching, as was John
Loughborough and George 1. Butler. The church needed
these men desperately. Moreover, if left in Iowa, they
might become an even more cohesive and independent
group. To try to change the situation, James :and Ellen
White set out on the now legendary sleigh ride that
took them across the thin ice of the Mississippi River
,and found the Waukon Adventists "firm on the leading
positions" of the message but "doing very little to set
the truth before others; being almost wholly occupied
with the things of this life."
Some of the lingering feelings that centered on the
Waukon experience would plague the relationship
between the Andrews and Whites for the remainder of
John Andrews' life. All that transpired will probably
never be fully known. Ellen White, in writing to Harriet
Stevens in 1860, said that, "Brother John must yet see
all the past and realize what influence he has exerted;
that his influence told on the side of the enemy's ranks
.. ~.
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uring his church leadership period, John
Andrews enjoyed a renewed harmonious
relationship with James and Ellen White.
He devoted his energies increasingly to
the work of public speaking. The revised
edition of the History of the Sabbath, published in 1862,
appeared first in a series of articles in the Review late
in 1861 and through May, 1862. Beyond that, he wrote
little for publication during the next five years. He did
put his efforts into helping organize the church and
giving leadership to its growth. During these years he
traveled extensively and was away from his Waukon
home for long periods. Angeline noted in her diary on
June 2, 1863, that "My dear husband left about nine this
morning. It is a sacrifice to have him thus leave home. I
miss him much, but it is for the Lord's work and I will
do it cheerfully."
By 1867, John Andrews had conducted his ministry
on such a productive plane that he was elected the
third president of the General Conference. Reelected in
1868, these two busy years required travel, attendance
at campmeetings and annual conference sessions, and
the giving of general leadership to the church. In 1868,
he began to write again on a more regular basis for the
Review.
The Andrews and the Whites maintained a close
personal affection for each other. On January 23, 1868,
Ellen White remarked in her diary that she had
purchased six yards of "all wool flannel for Brother
Andrews drawers .... Cut out drawers." Later that year,
John Andrews wrote from Iowa asking the Whites "to
counsel me in any way, or to reprove me sharply, or to
express your fears of my course." He promised not to
be "offended but to regard your admonitions and
reproofs."
John Andrews had considerable confidence -in the
role of both of the Whites in the church. In 1869, he
joined Goodloe H. Bell and Uriah Smith as a committee
to defend James White against charges of using his
position in the church for personal gain. They invited
anyone who had knowledge of any dishonesty on
White's part with respect to finances to present the
evidence. Their report exonerated White.
Late in 1870, Andrews wrote to Ellen White
acknowledging her reproofs with regard to the time he
devoted to study. He stated that since her reproof in
1868, he had read only his Bible, although he
acknowledged reading his three chapters a day in
French. He said that he had not read anything in
German or Greek recently and he spent no time with
the religious journals he had been accustomed to
reading. He said that his objective in moving to
Rochester, a move which she opposed, was so he could
"re-write the Sabbath History, and prepare one other
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work that I have long had on my mind." He wrote
further that he and Angeline were prepared to move
from Rochester. He declared that he would "never set
up my light against what I know comes from heaven."
John Andrews maintained close relationships with
other church leaders. Close ties of family and friendship
moved him to loyalty and love but did not prevent him
from detached judgments in working with his fellow
leaders. George 1. Butler, a native of Vermont, first
became acquainted with Andrews in the 18,50's
(probably the spring and summer of 1854), while john
stayed at his family home and helped him with .his
assigned chores. While working together, John reached
the skeptic George and helped him "out of infidelity
more than all others put together." John introduced
George to evangelism by convincing him to serve as
tent master at John's public meetings in Maine. Years
later, Butler declared that he "loved Bro. Andrews
greatly."
.. ~
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George 1. Butler was converted and introduced to
public evangelism by J. N Andrews.
Andrews' best known work, his
History of the Sabbath and First Day
of the Weekfirst appeared in 1861. At
the urging of James White, he personally
supervised the revision and enlargement
of the work in 1872-73, as indicated by
the annotations on the galley proofs.
As young men inclined to intellectual interests, Uriah
Smith and John Andrews quickly developed a mutual
regard and respect that lasted throughout their lives.
They encouraged each other in intellectual pursuits.
They married sisters and they visited with one another
in family settings. As brothers-in-law, their discretion
with regard to their public relationships apparently
enabled them to escape censure because of family
connections. Smith came to Rochester in 1853, met
Harriet Stevens who came there to work at the Review
in 1854, and married her in Battle Creek on June 6,
1857. He carried heavy burdens in Battle Creek in the
later 1850's while Andrews languished in Iowa. The
Smiths undoubtedly had a great influence in keeping
John and Angeline close to the church in the midst of
the general Waukon unrest.
John Andrews continued to plan to revise his highly
regarded Sabbath history. James White concurred. He
wrote in the Review in September, 1870, of the great
need for a revised edition of the History of the Sabbath
which had been out of print for two years. He said that
Andrews would "spend the autumn and much of the
winter near Boston" to devote his "time and energies ...
to the preparation of his History." White invited 200
donors to provide $10.00 each to purchase a library for
Andre"\vs' use since he could not afford a library when
he prepared the earlier edition. Offered almost
unlimited help, James White said "we hope Bro.
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unbridgeable chasm. Uriah declared in 1869 that if the
two could not cooperate, he recognized that it was his
responsibility to leave Battle Creek, rather than James
White. The year's absence from the editorial office in
1869-1870 only delayed the impending clash. The breach
became irreparable in 1873 when Uriah questioned the
authority of James White to hold a privileged position
as counselor to the others.
Butler had tried in the early months of 1873 to get
the Whites reconciled not only to Smith but to Andrews
as well. Early in 1873, Andrews wrote James White that
he had prayed for him each day since they had parted
in Battle Creek. Andrews spoke of his encouragement
"to hope in God" and that he believed he could "yet be
of some use in His cause." On March 20, 1873, after the
General Conference session, Butler had a long meeting
with Andrews, J. H. Waggoner, and the Whites. They
were indeed "sorrowful times" as George Amadon
wrote in his diary.
An undated document entitled a. "Statement of
Wrongs in the Course of J. N. Andrews" seems to fit
somewhere in this period. Andrews acknowledged that
he had "failed in very many respects" in helping the
Whites carry their heavy burdens. He admitted that he
had not discerned the mistakes of "J. M. Aldrich in the
Review Office." Andrews said that in the past, "if my
mind was strongly impressed to a different action from
his [James White's] advice concerning me, that I must
give considerable weight to that impression." He
James S. White
ndrews received two blows in 1872. In all
likelihood, the one from Ellen White came
first (either late in 1871 or early in 1872).
She sent a testimony of reproof because
of her feeling that Andrews devoted too
much time to intellectual investigation and study. She
felt he should concentrate on becoming a better
balanced person. She argued that "there are very few
minds that can follow you unless they give the subject
the depth of thought you have done Minds become
weary in reading and following you The 'History of
the Sabbath' should have been out long ago.' You should
not wait to have everything so exactly as, strong as you
can possibly make it before giving it to the people."
The more severe blow was one from which Andrews
never recovered. His beloved Angeline died on March
19, 1872. He wrote in anguished heart of his
inexpressible sorrow. Angeline "faithfully shared my
burdens" he said, doing "the utmost in her power to
help me to go out to labor in the cause of God and has
never once complained when I have remained long
absent. During the entire period of our married life no
unkind word ever passed between us, and no vexed
feeling ever existed in our hearts." The loneliness of
Rochester without Angeline drove John to take Charles
and Mary to South Lancaster, Massachusetts, in May,
1872, where he once again took up his work on the
Sabbath history.
In the midst of this personal tragedy for John
Andrews, the leadership crisis that staggered the
Adventist church in the early 1870's came close to
separating friends of long-standing. Uriah Smith stood
against James White over the latter's censure of Smith
for the financial debacle of the publishing association
during the years 1866 to 1869. Recovering from a
stroke, James White had to devote energy he could
little afford to move in and restore operating order to
the publishing association in 1869.
White's severe criticism of Smith precipitated a rift
that widened over the next four years to an
Andrews will prepare the second edition as soon as
possible. He can have all the help and means ~e needs
to accomplish the work on application to this Offiice."
Andrews felt he needed research help and called on
Uriah Smith to lay down his editorial responsibilities
and come to Boston to help him. This Uriah did in the
summer of 1871, spending thirteen weeks "endeavoring
to assist Bro. Andrews somewhat," in the "collection of
materials." He reported that they had found "some
valuable testimony . . . well worth all the time and
expense that would be involved in extensive research."
Uriah concluded that his "association with Bro.
Andrews the past summer has .been of the most
agreeable character."
John N Andrews
concluded that now though, "whenever I have the
united judgment of Brother and Sister White, it will be
my duty to accept it and set mine aside." He was
"willing to yield to them--each-all the deference that
it is proper to yield to mortal man."
This last qualifying statement seemed to be John
Andrews' accommodation in, getting along with the
other church leaders and especially James and Ellen
White. An essentially humble, gentle man, he naturally
accepted counsel and tried to apply it to his life within
the limits that enabled him to function as an
independent human spirit.
Andrews returned to Boston after the March
meetings. Matters deteriorated in Battle Creek. On May
15, 1873, Uriah Smith was relieved of his position of
Editor of the Review. Smith left the city and got a job
as a wood engraver in Grand Rapids, doubling his
income. Andrews maintained confidence in the church,
writing in the Review that he had "not one doubt in my
heart that this is the cause of God." He believed "God
has been leading in this work by his Holy Spirit. It is
not the work, nor the cause of man."
Meanwhile, Andrews wrote an editorial in the Review
entitled "Duty toward Those that Have the Rule." Ever
the Bible student, he cited Hebrews 13:17 which
admonishes: "Obey them that have the rule over you."
Referring to those "called to bear the chief
responsibility in the work of God," Andrews said that
"it is in the highest degree reasonable to believe that
Uriah Smith
those thus chosen should have clearer and juster ideas
by far of the steps that should be taken." He asserted
that it was "an honor to be the helper of such, and no
disgrace to stand in a position where we are more
ready to receive counsel than to give it ourselves, or to
find fault with that which is given." He asked, "shall we
always be fault-finders and murmurers, and think our
dignity sacrificed by our acknowledging others to have
clearer views of God's work than we ourselves
possess?" Calling for all to be "true helpers," he
concluded that this was the only way "if we would not
displease God," and that it was "reasonable and just
that we should do it."
George Butler followed this with an essay on
leadership that concurred with Andrews' earlier
statement. During the course of several meetings in
November, 1873, at the time of the General Conference
session, a 'general reconciliation took place. All had not
been settled by November 17, when the annual meeting
of the publishing association convened. James White
was elected president and also editor of the Review.
Nine days later, on November 26, after the
reconciliation, Uriah Smith and J. N. Andrews were
elected "additional editors of the Review for the
ensuing year." Several articles followed in the Review
with each one of the participants in the episode of the
leadership crisis asserting that harmony once more
reigned in their hearts and in the councils of the church
that all loved.
Basel, the
multi-cultural,
multi-lingual
city where
Andrews lived
from April 1876
until his death
in October 1883.
Elder Stephen N Haskell was a strong promoter of the
concept of world evangelism. He served for several years as a
missionary to New Zealand, Australia and England.
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this period of unrest the work did
not languish. Plans unfolded for the
founding of a college and occupied the
attention of George Butler and Stephen
Haskell during the campmeeting season
when they raised funds for the project. The church
increasingly began to look outside the United States
also as a world mission unfolded more clearly.
In November, 1873, at the General Conference
session that achieved a resolution of the leadership
crisis, James White said that the meeting had been
called to consider, among other matters of business, the
question of "sending a missionary to Switzerland."
Though it was probably a foregone conclusion that
Andrews would be sent, no action was recorded in the
minutes for that session.
John Andrews gave a clue to the inaction of the
General Conference in a letter to Ellen White on
February 6, 1874.Andrews referred to "the judgment of
the conference that I should be proved for a time
before sending me to Europe; or rather that I should
show that I was again made strong in God before being
sent on this work." He said that he "thought this all
right." On February 24, 1874,he wrote to James White
that he would "be ready very shortly to go to Europe
unless you think I should not go." Apparently, the
question still remained unsettled. This was the ultimate
test of the leadership doctrine Andrews had proposed
the previous autumn. Indecision on the part of the
Whites continued. On April 21, 1874, he wrote from
Battle Creek that he was going to return to Rochester
to sell his house and "start for Europe at once if there
be no light to the contrary." It would appear that
Andrews was determined to go and willing to do so
without official General Conference approval. He
wanted mostly the approval of James and Ellen White.
It was George I. Butler, however, who pushed
through a decision to send John Andrews to Europe. At
the General Conference session in August, 1874, he
recommended to the Conference that some action be
taken in the matter, " especially in consideration that
Elder J. N. Andrews is about to take his departure to
engage in the cause in Switzerland." The delegates
adopted a formal resolution instructing "the Executive
Committee to send Elder J. N. Andrews to Switzerland
as soon as practicable."
James White gave his blessing in a general article on
the state of affairs in the church. He said: "Eld. J. N.
Andrews, who has nobly defended the truth from his
very youth, leaves for Europe, probably before these
lines shall meet the eyes of the patrons of the Review.
God bless him." He left behind, White said, not only
"the results of a quarter of a century of toil in the cause
of truth," but also "nearly half his family . . . in the
silent grave."
encouraged him greatly. He raised funds with his
accustomed vigor to finance the organization and
growth of the Seventh-day Adventist church in Europe.
In May, 1876, he launched a campaign to raise $10,000
to equip a-printing plant in Switzerland "under the care
of our worthy. missionary, Elder J. N. Andrews."
A growing concern surfaced on the part of James and
Ellen White that more should have been accomplished
in the first two years of the Andrews' mission. In 1876,
Ellen White' wrote to James that John Andrews was
"shortening his days because he lifts the burdens all
himself~ He thinks no one can make a success unless
his plans and ideas of carrying forward the work are
exactly under his own order." She concluded that "the
work that ought to be more widespread and nearly self-
sustaining, is retarded and circumscribed."
In addition to funds, Andrews needed help. The
General Conference decided that Daniel T. Bourdeau
would be the man to assist Andrews. A French
Canadian, Bourdeau had labored as an Adventist
minister since 1858 and had helped begin the work in
California in 1868. Andrews and Bourdeau were not
close but they had worked together previously on
occasion. J. N. Andrews accepted the news of his
coming with gratitude, comparing Bourdeau to Titus.
On his part, Daniel Bourdeau admitted to his
"infirmities and lacks" but trusted in God to strengthen
him for this assignment. He perceived his task to be to
translate some church publications into French and to
help Andrews begin publishing the French paper.
Upon his arrival in Switzerland early in 1876,
Bourdeau reported that Andrews had not exaggerated
the possibilities of the spread of the Adventist teachings
in that part of the world. He obs~rved that the
"increasing responsibilities and burdens'" carried by
Andrews warranted the "need of assistance in the
work." Bourdeau affirmed his commitment to unite
"with our dear brother in laboring for the furtherance
of the common cause in Europe."
The pledge of a harmonious working partnership did
not last long. Andrews regarded Bourdeau's French
inadequate for the careful work of translation and
writing for the paper. He soon found that Bourdeau's
restless, wandering spirit caused more difficulty than
help. They had different ideas about how to proceed.
Both perhaps were correct but they obviously could not
work closely together. Andrews described him to James
White as too independent and strong-willed. Bourdeau's
zeal and self-confidence bewildered Andrews who said
he was at his "wits end to know what to do with him
and for him."
The latter half of J. N. Andrews first stay in Europe
passed too rapidly to encompass all he had planned. He
expanded the available literature in tract form and Les
Signes .des Temps, begun in 1876, gained growing
uring the first phase of his European work,
J. N. Andrews proceeded to lay the
foundation for the organization of the
scattered Sabbath-keepers into a church.
He gradually helped some of the European
Adventists accept his ideas as how best to proceed,
organized a tract society, distributed literature and
began publication of tracts in Europe. He, in effect,
proceeded to create the only church model he knew
from his experience in the United States. He had a
compelling urge to begin the publication of an
Adventist paper in French as an arm of the fledgling
church.
Andrews studied French grammar carefully during
1875 but did not make as rapid progress as he would
have liked in speaking the language. He hoped to gain
converts better able to use cultivated French to assist
him in his work. His great desire "to preach Christ in
the French language" motivated him to engage in
diligent study.
J ames White responded to the European missionary
effort enthusiastically. The early reports cheered and
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Daniel T. Bourdeau
(1835-1905)
assisted Andrews
during the year
1876 and returned
to Europe in 1882,
spending seven
years in
evangelistic
work in France,
Switzerland,
Corsica, and
Italy.
acceptance. His children became increasingly helpful to
him. Mary, especially, became very proficient in French.
Daniel Bourdeau adapted to the European challenges
better as the months passed and Andrews had a good
report to give James White about the change.
As J. N. Andrews left Europe, Ellen White sent a
special testimony to the "Brethren in Switzerland." She
reproved them for failing to accept and support
Andrews more adequately. She told them that John
Andrews had been needed in America but "his great
caution, his experience, his God-fearing dignity in the
desk" seemed to qualify him to assist them in
establishing the church in Europe. "We sent you," she
wrote, "the ablest man in all our ranks but you have not
appreciated the sacrifice we made in thus doing so."
.Andrews' sacrifice included two more family graves
when Mary died in Michigan and his brother, WillianL,
died in Iowa. In some ways he was a broken man. Ellen
White wrote him a most supportive letter on December
5, 1878. She encouraged him to return to Europe.
Addressing him as "Dear Afflicted Brother Andrews"
she signed her letter "your sympathizing sister." In
tender words she assured him that God still loved him
and advised him to "look up by faith now and forever."
While Ellen White encouraged J. N. Andrews to
return to Europe she also counseled him to remain in
the United States until the winter had ended and he had
recovered his strength to a greater degree. Later she
urged him to find a wife that he could take with him to
make a home for him and Charles. He responded that
he had earnestly prayed about the matter but had not
been impressed by God that he should take such a step.
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ohn Andrews wrote his last report
for the Review on July 22, 1883.
He noted that "today I enter my fifty-fifth
year. My life seems wholly filled with
faults. I pray that I may be thoroughly
cleansed in the blood of Christ, and I feel earnestly to
ask that whenever my example has not been in
accordance with the gospel of Christ, those who have
seen my faults may freely forgive me." He thanked "the
many friends who have manifested their interest in this
mission by writing and by making contributions to its
expenses." Expressing an "intense desire to continue in
the work" he cheerfully submitted to God's will for him.
In fact, Ellen White saw serious flaws in Andrews.
She wrote to B. L. Whitney, his assistant in Switzerland,
with sharp criticisms of Andrews. Mrs. White told
Whitney that she highly respected his colleague but that
he must not allow Andrews to "control your
movements." She said that Andrews had "given the
impression of suffering when he has endured no more
than ordinary laborers in their first experience in this
work." ~he regarded Andrews as having a "diseased
mind." Mrs. White thought that John Andrews would die
and said she "could not pray for his life, for I consider
he has held and is still holding the work in Switzerland.
It is most difficult to correct him and to change his
plans or his course of action in anything." She
concluded that she did not want Andrews "injured,
neither do I want the cause of God to bear the
hindrance and the mold of his diseased imagination."
The letter she wrote to Andrews was the most severe
rebuke she had ever given to him. She said that "if you
go down into the grave, I do not want you should go
down in deception." Referring to him as "my dear and
much respected brother," she proceeded to enumerate
his character defects. Feeling that the Andrews and
'Stevens families had been a bad mix from the
beginning, she believed they had fostered his desire "to
Portion of John Andrews' last report published in the
Review and Herald of August 14, 1883.
crave for sympathy, to love to be pitied, to be regarded
as one suffering privations and as a martyr." She told
him of his sin of dwelling on himself, of mourning for
his wife and daughter as he had done, of fostering his
strong will and determination as a leader, and his
worship of intellect. She said that God did not design
that he "should walk a path of loneliness and suffer
privations in any respect amid ~plenty." Dwelling at
length on his rejection of her counsel regarding his
remarriage, she told him that he haq not been a good
father to his son, Charles. Finally, she said that many of
his friends in America "would have plucked out their
eyes for you." His "near and dear associates 'in your
early experience," she said, "have flattered you, petted
you, and construed your defects into virtues."
This letter must have broken Andrews' spirit and will
to live. He wrote to "Sister White," saying "I humble
myself b~fore God to receive from His hand the severe
rebuke which He has given you for me. I most cordially
thank you for your faithfulness in writing me so fully
on matters that must be very painful to you to write. I
have tried to humble myself before God in the dust in
view' of my sins." He declared with courage, though,
that "my feet are on the Rock of Ages and that the Lord
holds me by my right hand." He concluded by saying,
"do not ever think it possible that I shall not receive
whatever testimony you have for me, and if you have
still other reproofs to give, do not withhold them, I pray
you. I beg you to believe me as ever, one who sincerely
desires to follow the right."
After John Andrews died on October 21, 1883, the sad
news was cabled to America. While Uriah Smith
complied with his wishes that no eulogy be printed in
the Review, he announced the death of the beloved
church leader observing that "Pleasant memories in
multitudes of hearts . . . will remain fresh and green
while time shall last." Referring to his significant body
of published theological writing, Smith declared that his
books and articles gave "ample testimony to his
efficiency and faithfulness in the cause in which he was
engaged."
J. N. Loughborough published the first book-length
history of the Seventh-day Adventist church in 1892. He
made numerous references to J. N. Andrews'
contribution to the church and devoted three pages to
an appraisal of his theological works. Loughborough
contrasted James White's abilities as a founder and
developer of institutions with Andrews' efforts to "fully
develop the truth." John Andrews' greatest achievement
was "in developing the literature of the denomination of
Seventh-day Adventists" which continued to speak after
his death. Loughborough quoted a friend who remarked
that Andrews' request not to have a eulogy constituted
the greatest eulogy that could have been written about
him for it revealed "that the uppermost desire of his
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John N Andrews's tomb in the Basel cemetery. His niece,
Edith, who accompanied him on his second trip to Europe
in 1879, is buried next to him.
mind was that Christ should appear in his life, and that
self be left out of sight."
What can one conclude from this account of the
relationship that J. N. Andrews sustained with. church
leaders? The early leaders of the Seventh-day Adventist
church were strong-willed, talented people. They had a
great task, meager resources, and a relatively short
span of years to gain experience but they did make
enormous progress. To develop and refine a system of
doctrine, to organize the church for effective growth, to
plan a program and execute the plan took energy and
skill. In spite of their differences-and the Whites
pointed up profound differences at times-they
achieved enormous success collectively and
individually. John Andrews was just such a success.
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hroughout the first thirty years of the
movement, J. N. Andrews was at the root of
most of the great decisions which made their
mark in the history of the church. And as
for the world-wide mission of the church, it
was he also whose life marked the historic turning
point.
The pioneers of the message did not realize from" the
beginning the magnitude of the task which rested on
them. Early in 1859, for example, a reader asked the
editor of the Review and Herald: "Is the third angel's
message being given, or to be given, only in the United
States?" To which Uriah .Smith replied that it "might not
perhaps be necessary" to proclaim this message "in any
country besides our own . . . since our land is
composed of people from almost every nation." The
Given the
cosmopolitan
nature of
American society,
Uriah Smith
was convinced,
for several years,
that the Advent
message was
already being
proclaimed
"to all the world, "
and saw no need
to send
evangelists
overseas.
Courtesy Lorna Linda University Archives
VISIon of a world mission asserted itself only little by
little, and by pressure of circumstances. It took thirty
years to lead the little group of Adventists in the United
States to understand that the message which had been
entrusted to them was certainly to be preached "to
them that dwell on the earth, and to every nation, and
kindred, and tongue, and people."
In 1864--one year after the organization of the
General Conference, and ten years before Andrews'
departure for Europe-Michal Czechowski offered his
services to carry the message the Continent. The
brethren had no hesitation in declining the offer. First
they considered that Czechowski was not the man for
such a mission. Then the financial means were lacking.
But above all, our pioneers had not yet become
conscious of the world-wide mission of the church.
Michael B.
Czechowski
(1818-1876), the
converted Roman
Catholic priest
from Poland
who first carried
the Adventist
message to
Europe, in 1864.
Courtesy Lorna Linda University Archives
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James H. Erzberger (1843-1920), thefirst ordained European
Seventh-day Adventist minister. From 1870 on, he preached
the Advent message in Switzerland,
his homeland, as well as Germany, France and Belgium.
The Swiss Watches.
IN order to aid in the sale of the watches made by
oar dear brethren in Switzerland, I shall keep con-
stantly with me a quantity, which I respectfully in-
vite our brethren and friends to purchase. I shall
eell them at the same prices that they are charged to
me at the REVIE w Office, with a trifle added to pay
the express bill. But this will be much less to the
purchaser than to buy at Ba.ttle Creek and pay an ex-
press bill on a single watch.
So far as my knowledge extends, these watches,
have given almost universal sa.tisfaction. I regard
them as more reliable than those of Amerioan man-
ufacture of the same prices. The purchaser is there-
fore less likely to lose in buying one of these watches
than in baying~of the jewelers, and he will confer a
favor upon our brethren in Switzerland, who seek a
market for their watches with us.
J. N. ANDREWS.
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In January 1869, when the first appeal from
Switzerland arrived in Battle Creek, Andrews was
actually the president of the General Conference. "J. N.
Andrews, Battle Creek"-such was the address which
the young James Erzberger, a delegate from Switerland,
carried with him written on a card, when he was
invited to take part in the General Conference session
of May, 1869. Unfortunately, he arrived too late for the
session. But he remained 15 months in the 'United
States, living most of the time in the home of James'
and Ellen G. White, who took a special interest in him.
During this time, Andrews was asked to teach him
English, while Erzberger interested Andrews deeply in
the situation of the Swiss Adventists. Hence Andrews'
question to the 22 delegates to the General Conference
session in 1870: "What can we do for Switzerland?"
The second visitor from Switzerland was Ademar
Vuilleumier, who stayed four years in the United States.
from 1870 to 1874. He was a student of Goodloe Bell in
the first official church school of the denomination.
Through Vuilleumier, Andrews was told of the
difficulties which the Swiss brethren had to undergo in
order to find work which enabled them to keep the
Sabbath. Since several of them were skilled
watchmakers, Andrews conceived the idea of asking
them to send him the watches they made. He himself
assumed the responsibility for advertising them in the
Review and Herald. Orders arrived very quickly from
all parts of the United States. This was the first effort of
Andrews on behalf of the Swiss brethren who very
much appreciated this help from one. who was to
become their first missionary. It was Andrews, too, who
had to explain to the readers of the Review the strange
case of Czechowski who, although sent to Europe by
the First-day Adventists, preached the message of the
Seventh-day Adventists. If there was one man familiar
with the situation of the few Adventists in Europe at
that time, it was certainly Andrews.
t is not surprising that the name John
Nevins Andrews had been suggested as a
probable missionary well before the official
decision. Several hints to this effect were
made in the Review, probably by James White.
Elder George I. Butler, then General Conference
president, made mention of it when he wrote in
Advertisement for watches manufactured by Swiss
Adventist believers which first appeared in the
Review and Herald on February 14, 1873.
November, 1873: "There has been considerable said in
the Review in regard to Brother J. N. Andrews
going to Switzerland this season to look after the wants
of the cause there." Several weeks later, James White
published the following announcement: "Elder Andrews
is expected to go to Europe soon." Yet when he
pleaded for a missionary to be sent to Switzerland at
the General Conference session in November, 1873, .his
words found no response.
At the same time, however, a real missionary spirit
was pervading the church. New immigrants won to the
Advent message began to write letters to members of
their families and to send tracts to all parts of the
world. The Vigilant Missionary Society was then
founded, and its new missionary vision led in 1874 to
the launching of a monthly magazine, The True
Missionary. James White was apparently its editor.
This magazine lasted only one year, from January to
December, 1874-the time needed to make the concept
of "world vision" a reality among Adventists. The
scripture verse chosen as a motto, and placed at the
top of the first page, leaves no doubt as to the objective
in view: "Go ye into all the world, and preach the
gospel to every creature" (Mark 16:15). The main article
was from the pen of Ellen G. White and had for its
theme the world-wide mission of the church.
Several months later, in April, 1874, when the Whites
were in qalifornia, Ellen had "an impressive dream,"
which helped to overcome the last opposition and to
open everybody's eyes. The details of the vision are
reported in Life Sketches, and in Testimonies for the
Church. She I heard an angel admonishing her: "Your
ideas of the work for this time are altogether too
limited." "You are trying to plan the work so that you
can embrace it in your arms. . . . Your house is the
world. . . ." "Never lose sight of the fact that the
message you are bearing is a world-wide message. It is
to be given to all cities, to all villages." "The message
will go in power to all parts of the world, ... to Europe,
to Australia, to the islands of the sea, to all nations,
tongues, and people .... Go forward .... Nothing is
impossible with God. The light of the binding claims of
the law of God is to test and prove the world."
For James White and J. N. Andrews this testimony
was decisive. For them the time to act had come. James
White had privately arranged for Andrews' departure.
For want of an official decision, Andrews was to leave
for Europe informally. Also under the pressure of
events and in the light of detailed instruction from
Ellen White "the interests of the Swiss Mission were
introduced" to the delegates of the General Conference
in August, 1874. "The president [G. I. Butler]
recommended to the Conference to take some action in
the matter, especially in consideration that Elder J. N.
Andrews is about to take his departure to engage in the
cause in Switzerland."
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Upon their arrival
in Switzerland in
October 1874, J. N. Andrews
and his two children
shared the topmost story
of this imposing structure,
in Neuchatel, with
the Albert Vuilleumier
family.
rom the first day of his arrival
in Switzerland, Andrews found himself
terribly frustrated in no longer being
in a country where his own language
was spoken. "To cease to hear the English
language," he wrote, "and to take in its place the rapidly
spoken and peculiarly blended sounds of the French
language, is a change which is attended with some
degree of pain and with considerable labor." But as a
true missionary, Andrews realized that his "first
important work (in Switzerland) is to become master of
the French .language so as to speak it correctly .and to
write it grammatically."
As soon as he arrived in Switzerland on October 16,
1874, Andrews was impatient to make contact with the
several little groups formed by Czechowski. The names
of only six are given with 70 to 100 members in all. A
first informal meeting gathered them together at
Neuchatel on the first of November, 1874-only two
weeks after Andrews' arrival. This was an opportunity
to become acquainted, and for Andrews to recount the
history of the work in America, to mention the purpose
for the existence of the Adventist Movement, and to
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emphasize the interest which the brethren in the United
States had in the development of the work in
Switzerland and in Europe.
At a second meeting held in LeLocle, a fortnight later,
church organization and evangelistic methods were
discussed. Andrews reported that "a committee of three
was chosen to take the oversight of the work for the
ensuing year .... " "The urgent necessity for publication
was considered, and it was voted to raise 2,000 francs
to commence the work of publishing. Of this sum 1,800
francs were raised at once .... "
At the close of these two meetings, Andrews wrote,
"It gives me great pleasure to say that these brethren
seem to be in earnest to do their whole duty. . . . Our
meeting has given me courage." Likewise, the Swiss
believers were very happy to have an experienced
leader at last. For as Andrews wrote in his first report
to the General Conference committee, "On my arrival in
October last, I found things in a less favourable
condition than I had hoped. And this discouragement
has brought in its train serious backsliding from Gpd.
The brethren and sisters were not doubting the trvth,
but the ardor of their zeal and the warmth of their :qrst
love was lost." Furthermore, Brother Erzberger, who
should have been the guardian of the flock after his
return from America, failed in his duty.
Encouraged by the revival and the new missionary
zeal aroused by these two meetings, Andrews suggested
to the Swiss brethren a method used successfully in
England by the Seventh Day Baptist William Jones.
"When I began to think seriously of this mission,"
remarked Andrews, "one of the first things which
suggested itself to my mind, was to advertise in the
most widely circulated papers in Europe."
At his own expense Andrews published a series of
six advertisements in French in the Journal de Geneve,
beginning December 20, 1874,intending to do the same
thing in a Swiss-German newspaper, a Dutch one, and
even a Russian. For as far back as his arrival in
Switzerland, Andrews had been informed that there
were "many Sabbath-keeping Christians in Russia," as
well as in Germany. "It is my conviction," wrote
Andrews, "that there are Sabbath-keeping Christians in
most of the countries in Europe." He hoped, therefore,
to reach the greatest possible number "by means of
advertisements" . . . "in the most widely circulated
papers of Europe."
Scarcely two months after the beginning of this
campaign, Andrews was happy to inform the readers of
the Review about the first results obtained by the
method of advertisements in the Journal de Geneve.
This encouraged him to do the same "in an Amsterdam
paper for Holland Sabbath-keepers, and in a Berlin
paper for other Sabbath-keepers in Prussia or in the
German Empire," as he specified. Astonishing as that
may seem, by this very simple means, Andrews
succeeded very quickly in cementing contact with
correspondents in various countries and thus
establishing bases for his work.
As he had written in his Sabbath History, Andrews
was happy to confirm the presence of Sabbath-keepers
in Russia. In his first report to the General Conference,
written at the beginning of 1875,he asked the brethren
to pay "special attention" to Russia. "There are, I think,
from all that I can learn, many thousand Sabbath-
keepers in Russia. I am extremely anxious to open
communication with them and to establish a permanent
minister there. Can you not find a Russian Sabbath-
keeper in the United States?"
Andrews also happily reported, "One sister, who has
a relative that is a servant in the household of the
emperor of Russia, sent publications to that relative for
the benefit of his Imperial Majesty."Through Les Signes
des Temps, the contact with some active readers was
made. In 1880, Andrews announced that twice he
received money from Russia from some subscribers to
the journal. One of them, a woman whom he called a
"sister," had even written to him "an encouraging
letter."
Advertisement placed by Andrews
in the Journal de Geneve of
December 20, 1874, seeking to establish
contact with any seventh-day Sabbath
keeper anywhere in Europe.
ndrews knew the importance of the printed
page. For this reason, he had no
hesitation in saying to the delegates of
the second general business meeting, held
at Bienne, on December 12, 1875,that the
"most important work" was the formation of a "Tract
and Missionary Society." In fact, summing up the work
accomplished in the domain of publication during his
first year in Switzerland, Andrews could report that
there had already been translated and printed "3,000
copies of each of the following tracts: The Millenium,
The Second Advent, The Two Thrones, The Judgment,
The Sanctuary, and 10,000copies of Which Day do You
Keep, and Why?"
In addition to producing tracts, Andrews was
convinced of the need to publish a monthly magazine in
French. And what joy was his when the brethren in
Battle Creek decided "to establish a printing office in
Europe." In the course of a special session in April,
1876, the General Conference voted .to raise the
substantial amount of $10,000 "to establish a press in
Europe." The Whites were the first to support Andrews'
plan, and James gave an example by pledging $1,000
"for the mission and the press in Europe."
This advertisement, printed in a Hamburg newspaper in
1875, indicates the presence of a follower of William Miller
by the name of August Bolten who was a shipping agent in
that German city.
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Signore Bonfantini, the friendly Italian printer
who published Andrews' first periodical and tracts
in Basel. He had earned his many decorations as
an officer in Garibaldi's army, fighting for the
unific"ation of Italy.
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Behind this restaurant on
Mulberweg, in Basel, John Andrews
rented some rooms where he established
residence with his children from
April 1876 until the summer of 1882.
It was here that the French periodical
Les Signes des Temps was launched.
From now on, Andrews made plans to establish the
headquarters of the work in Basel, a city situated at the
crossroads on the borders of Switzerland, France, and
Germany, a city well-known for its good printers.
Everything was arranged for the publication of the
French Signs of the Times: Les Signes des Temps. It
was really a wonderful day when the first copy
appeared in July, 1876.
As can be imagined, this monthly paper inevitably
monopolized the major part of Andrews' time. Not only
was he its principal contributor, but also he had to
translate the articles of his American fellow-workers:
Ellen and James White, Uriah Smith, George I. Butler,
Dr. J. H. Kellogg. It has been calculated that Les Signes
des Temps, during a period of seven years, contained
"over 480 articles, or an average of five or six a month,"
written by J. N. Andrews.
But there was not merely a paper in French. Very
soon, Andrews thought that there should be one in
German and another in Italian, not to mention fresh
tracts, printed in several languages and sent throughout
Europe. To read his correspondence with the Whites,
one is amazed to see to what extent Andrews was
concerned about his paper, the tracts, the printing type,
the thickness of the paper, the cost of the equipment,
and everything which had to do with the printed
message. It reached such a point that the leaders at
Battle Creek began to ask if Andrews was not allowing
himself to be absorbed by his paper to the detriment of
direct evangelism in the field.
Andrews replied that he was really anxious "to get
out in the field." But as he explained, "It is very serious
work to get out a paper in a language not your own."
To which he could have added that it is even more
difficult to conduct evangelistic campaigns in a foreign
tongue. The brethren in America were naturally very
badly placed to understand properly the difficulties
Andrews had to meet on the ancient continent with its
many languages, its different political systems, and its
historic religious strongholds, not to mention Andrews'
financial difficulties.
ndrews did do direct evangelism, however,
especially during his first term in Europe.
As early as the first weeks of his arrival
in Switzerland, he visited the different
scattered groups, instructing them,
organlzmg them to do missionary work in the
community.
A marvellous opportunity presented itself in the
month of January, 1875, only three months after
Daniel T. Bourdeau
(1835-1905),
pioneer of the Advent
message in French-
speaking Canada and
assistant to J. N Andrews
in 1876.
Andrews had settled at Neuchatel. Through a travelling
beggar, the Swiss brethren learned that there was a
group of about forty Sabbath-keepers at Elberfeld, in.
western Germany, near the Dutch border. Contact was
made with them and a sum of 300 francs was voted to
cover Andrews' and Erzberger's travel expenses. For
several weeks a real evangelistic campaign was
conducted for the Sabbath-keepers of Elberfeld.
Andrews did most of the preaching while Erzberger did
the translating. The latter stayed on for some time in
Germany after Andrews left and ultimately a good
number of these people joined the Adventist church.
The first baptism took place on January 8, 1876,
following which the first church in Germany was
organized. Thus the foundations of the work in
Germany were established.
At the same time, Daniel T. Bourdeau arrived in
Basel. He was sent from the United States to assist
Andrews essentially in the publishing work. Of French-
Canadian origin, he was, with his brother, the pioneer
of the work among the French-speaking people of
America. As French was his mother-tongue, it was
thought that he would be in a position to take the
responsibility for "the paper . . . and thus leave Elder
Andrews free to preach and travel." In actual fact his
knowledge of grammar left very much to be desired.
Furthermore, Bourdeau was an evangelist and not an
editor. Andrews learned that very quickly. So he
enlisted him. entirely in the work of evangelism. First in
Alsace, then in the south of France, where he had the
joy of baptizing 20 persons and of founding the first
church. This was the beginning of Seventh-day
Adventism in France.
Because of a "dangerous attack of pneumonia,"
Andrews was not able to go to France before the spring
of 1877 to take part in this evangelistic campaign. In
fact, the situation was very difficult. The opposition of
the religious element was strong, and the political
conditions were not conducive to public efforts. We
should not forget that France was still in a difficult
situation, having lost the war against the Prussians in
1870. In reality, as Andrews reported, "the law of
France would permit us freely to preach the Sabbath or
the Advent Faith, if we go into the temple .of any
denomination. Otherwise, we are forbidden, except to a
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Traveling from Basel to Italy, Andrews
went over the spectacular St. Gotthard
Pass, high in the Alps.
few persons who may be invited to a private home."
But, as Andrews explained, the "great opposition from
the Protestant ministers" would not permit them to
preach in any of their temples, and the law prohibited
meetings of more than 20 people in a private house.
In addition to these restrictions, the circulation of
periodicals was also attended with serious difficulties.
Therefore, in March, 1877, Andrews and Bourdeau
decided to go to Paris to the proper authorities in order
to try to obtain more liberty in public preaching and in
the distribution of religious printed matter. Andrews
solicited the intervention of the United States legation,
and a written request was sent to the Prime Minister,
Jules Simon. After this intervention, Bourdeau returned
to Valence where he extended. his effort until the end of
spring, 1877. As for Andrews, he continued his journey
to Italy.
For some time already, Andrews had had a .burning
desire to visit Naples and to see one of his faithful
correspondents, Dr. H. P. Ribton, a graduate of the
University of Dublin. The latter had been interested in
the message by the publications he had received from
Basel. After a series of Bible studies, Andrews had the
joy of baptizing the doctor, his wife, his daughter and
another person "in the sea at Puteoli, the port at which
Paul landed when on his journey as a prisoner to
Rome."
Even before his baptism, Dr. Ribton assisted Andrews
in a public evangelistic effort in Naples. Here also,
unfortunately, because of the intense opposition stirred
up by the priests, they were forced to confine
themselves to visiting from house to house. Be that as
it may, work in Italy took on a new start. Doctor Ribton
continued the effort already begun, and by the year
1878, in Naples, 22 persons had been won to- the Advent
message.
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Catherine Revel
(1830-1930), a
Waldensian convert
of M. B. Czechowski
and one of the
very first
Seventh-day Adventists
in Europe.
Courtesy Review and Herald
preach two Sabbaths in succession in the Mill Yard
Church. This visit did not finish without bearing some
fruit for the advancement of the work in England, to
the extent that the General Conference decided to send
J. N. Loughborough to provide follow-up.
Many other details could be mentioned which show
to what extent Andrews participated directly in
evangelism. In a letter at this time, in reply to the
brethren who thought that he was not holding enough
public efforts, Andrews wrote, "I go out regularly and
spend Sabbath and first day of each week in meetings,
speaking five or six times, and then give the rest of my
time to the paper."
Besides, the greatest obstacles to direct evangelism
were not only the language difficulty nor lack of time
because of his editorial work. The real difficulties came
much more from the religious and political situation of
the European countries. Andrews explained this in
detail to James White in a letter of August 7, 1878. Even
in Switzerland which had the reputation of being a free
country, "we find great difficulty as to halls. In each
village there is a Town Hall which is the property of the
Government and is, of course, under the control of the
National Church. After we have preached a few times,
this hall is closed against us," wrote Andrews. "Then we
must take rooms in a private house if we can get them,
or do any way that we can. You will say that we should
use a tent. This we will do as soon as we have broken
down the spirit of persecution." But he added, "At
present, a tent would be torn in pieces in this canton
on very short time .... "
In spite of these obstacles, in 1878 the work in
Europe reached such a development that it was
necessary to counsel with the leaders in the United
States. In a short note to the Review, Andrews reported
twelve countries in which there were Christians who
observe the Sabbath, to which, of course, should be
added Switzerland.
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The village of Torre Pellice, in the Piedmont - the heart
of Waldensian country - where Catherine Revel lived.
On his way back, Andrews made a detour in the
Waldensian valleys. He stayed at Torre Pellice where
Catherine Revel, the first Adventist in Europe lived, and
where there were some other persons baptized by
Czechowski some twelve years earlier. This was
naturally a great encouragement for this little group
which had remained faithful for so many years without
having had contact with anyone of the same faith.
Towards the end of the year 1877, Andrews prepared
to receive his new fellow workers in the work of
publication, William Ings and his wife, and Miss Maud
Sisley. Andrews made the journey to London to
welcome them, at the same time intending to purchase
materials for the printing house. This was another
opportunity for Andrews to make contact with his
Seventh Day Baptist friends. Elder Jones invited him to
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Elder William and Jennie Ings who assisted J. N. Andrews
in his publishing work and contributed much to the
development of the Seventh-day Adventist church in England.
Courtesy Review and Herald
hile his efforts as a missionary
succeeded, Andrews' way of life in the
home, from a domestic point of view,
left much to be desired. In this respect
the counsel of Ellen White was fully
justified. Andrews and his children lived in Switzerland
in a very poor fashion, if not to say, poverty-stricken.
First, for want of know-how. Mrs. W. Ings wrote that
"Mary has not had an opportunity to learn to cook or
anything except studying." Then she added, "The way
he [Andrews] was living, he must break down soon.
Having so . . . an impoverished diet makes him look as
if he had not a friend on earth." On the other hand,
however, she wrote to Sister White, "We can find
everything here necessary to live hygienically, and since
we have a stove to bake our bread, we are happy."
It must be understood that the General Conference
had not granted Andrews a regular salary. It was
planned that he would be sent money from time to time
and that he should simply report what he had need of.
For the first few years money did not arrive too often,
so that Andrews was sometimes several months behind
in paying his printing bills and his rent. So he had
scruples in taking one penny for his own needs from
the money that was sent to him from America. He
recognized that in order to help others, he had
sometimes "shortened up their own wants." All this is
sufficient explanation for Mary's sickness and finally
her premature death at the age of 17, as well as the
alarming and rapid deterioration of Andrews' own
health.
Upon returning to Basel in 1879, Andrews had to rest
in bed much of the time. From then on, he dictated his
letters and his articles from his bed. From his bedroom
Charles Melville Andrews.
He remained a printer
all his life, lending
his technical expertise
to the publishing work
of the church in
Switzerland and later on
in Battle Creek and in
Takoma Park.
Mary Frances Andrews
whose life was cut short
at the young age of 17,
on November 27, 1878.
Courtesy Lorna Linda University Archives
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he cared for church business. However, if his physical
strength continued to weaken, his mind was as sharp as
it had always been. He wrote articles in English, in
French, in German, and in Italian, without a break. His
interest in the publications did not cease for a moment.
Again in 1882, he was very busy launching three new
periodicals, the German Herold der Wahrheit, the
Italian L'Ultimo Messaggio (The Last Message), and the
Rumanian Adeverulu Present (Present Truth).
In a last letter to Sister White,written a month before
his death, he said, "I have given up the control of
everything to Brother Whitney. I try still to read the
proof sheets of our French paper, but I have no longer
the power to prepare any articles for it. I am a mere
skeleton and have not attempted to put on my clothes
for many weeks." Then follows this expression of his
faith: "However, I can say that my feet are on the Rock
of Ages and that the Lord holds me by my right hand."
One month later, while an important conference was
being held at Basel with representatives from several
countries, Andrews fell asleep peacefully on October 21,
1883,at the age of 54.One of his last acts was to take a
pen to write, with trembling hand, a cheque for $500for
the work of God. This was probably all the worldly
wealth he possessed.
The house at the corner of Weiherweg and Belchenstrasse, in
Basel, where John Andrews died on October 21, 1883.
hanks to Andrews' method of work,
to his complete dedication to his task,
and thanks also to his boundless
perseverance, the number of members in
Switzerland almost tripled in the space of ten
years, in spite of all obstacles. There were about 75 at
Andrews' arrival in 1874;in 1884,one could count more
than 200. Furthermore, through the printed page,
Andrews had sown the Advent message throughout
Europe and at his death, those who followed him, had
already harvested almost a thousand Adventists. As
Jesus said, "Oneman sows, and another reaps."
Everyone will agree that we cannot compare the
beginning of the work in the United States with the
beginning of the work in Europe. However, it is most
interesting to compare the results in both continents
after a century of mission activities. In 1944,the North
American Division had exactly 206,908 members. In
1974, that is 100 years after Andrews' arrival in
Switzerland, there were spread over the continent of
Europe-from the Atlantic to the Urals-200,395
Adventists. And this is in spite of all the political and
religious difficulties which have always existed in
Europe, and still exist today.
The real value of the work of Andrews, missionary to
Europe, however, cannot be measured by figures and
statistical reports. In the first place, Andrews should be
considered as the Christopher Columbus of the Advent
Movement. He was the first official missionary.to cross
the Atlantic and to open the way for the preaching of
the everlasting gospel in all the world. With him starts a
new day in the proclamation of the three angels'
message.
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1874
August 14
September 15
Sep 26 - Oct 14
October 16
November 1
November 15
December 20
1875
February-March
August 16
December 12
1876
January
March
April
July
1877
January
March
April-August
December
1878
August
September
September 1878-
May 1879
October 4, 1878
November 27, 1878
April 17, 1879
May 29, 1879
1879
June-August
August 11
August 14
November 14-16
1880
Summer
1881-1883
October 21, 1883
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J. N. Andrews, Missionary in Europe 1874 - 1883
Main Dates and Major Events
First Term 1874 - 1878
General Conference votes to send Andrews to Europe
Andrews embarks from Boston
Andrews' first visit to Great Britain
Arrival in Neuchatel, Switzerland
First meeting with the seven churches in Switzerland
Second meeting with the churches at Le Locle
The first advertisement in the Journal de Geneve
Missionary journey to Germany with J. Ertzberger
General Conference votes to establish a printing office in Europe
General business meeting at Bienne
Organization of a "Tracts and Missionary Society"
Arrival of DanielT. Bourdeau from America
Second visit to Germany for 3 weeks
General Conference votes $10,000toward a printing press in Switzerland
Headquarters transferred from Neuchatel to Basel
The first issue of Les Signes des Temps appears
Andrews stricken with pneumonia
Missionary journey to France, Valence, Paris
Missionary journey to Italy
Second visit to England
General Conference votes to send J. N. Loughborough to England
Andrews returns to the United States
Andrews in the United States
General Conference Session, Battle Creek
Mary dies in the Battle Creek Sanitarium
Special General Conference Session, Battle Creek
Second departure of Andrews for Europe
Second Term 1879-1883
Andrews' third visit to England; has to rest almost three months
in England at the Loughborough's
Departure from England
Arrival in Basel
Sixth Annual Conference at Le Locle
Fourth visit to England
Being sick, Andrews had to stay in Basel, working for
Les Signes des Temps, launching new periodicals and new tracts
Andrews' death
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ohn Nevins Andrews' role in the English
mission of the Seventh-day Adventist church
is a neglected episode in his life. The English
mission is not, of course, central to the
Andrews story, but his attitude towards it and
work for it do throw some interesting light upon the
character, views, methods and achievements of the
man.
Andrews was sent to continental Europe. The fact
that he passed through England on his way was partly
the accident of America's ancient ties with England and
England's commercial supremacy at the time: all roads,
so to speak, led to England. That being so, however,
Andrews appears to have decided to make the most of
the opportunity. He was not unaware 'Of the existence
of a handful of English Seventh Day Baptists, the heirs
of the heroes of his chapter on the Sabbath-keepers of
the seventeenth century. As we shall see, Andrews
regarded all Sabbath-keepers as brethren, but seems to
have formed a particularly warm attachment for the
pastor of the London Seventh Day Baptists, William M.
Jones. When the friendship began is difficult to
determine. Andrews was known and appreciated by
Seventh Day Baptists as the author of the History of
the Sabbath at least by 1867 when their American
Sabbath Tract Society published Nathan Wardner's
Nature's God and His Memorial in which the author
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acknowledges his debt to Andrews, and Jones was later
to advertise and print portions of the History in his
Sabbath Memorial. If he attended his church's General
Conference of 1871, he would have seen Andrews, who
was the first ever Adventist delegate. When Andrews
was received for a second time by the Seventh Day
Baptist General Conference, in 1873, he listened to "an
interesting letter from William M. Jones, of London."
Since the European mission was already in Andrews'
mind, it is possible that some sort of correspondence
began soon after. Jones' defence of Seventh-day
Adventists in the London Christian Shield in January
1874 might have been the first fruits of a burgeoning
friendship. Since there were no Seventh-day Adventists
in London, Jones must have sent his article to someone
in America for it to be published in the Review, and
Andrews is the most likely candidate. If the speculation
about an early correspondence is incorrect then it must
surely have been the Review reprint of Jones' defence
which brought Jones to Andrews' attention for the
second time and prompted him to make contact, for
when he wrote an article for the American Sabbath
Recorder in May, Jones knew that Andrews was
preparing for a mission to Switzerland. By then,
Andrews' plans were far advanced, as his
correspondence with the Whites shows, and by April,
only the sale of his house and a desire to be sure that
he was doing the right thing, detained him. That Jones
was party to Andrews' plans almost as soon as the
Whites says something about the confidence Andrews
was already placing in him, and it comes as no surprise
to find Andrews informing Review readers that he
expected to meet him in London, nor that Jones met
him at the railway station and planned a fortnight's
activity for him. But Andrews was anxious to do more
than see the historic sites of the Seventh Day Baptists
and to rejoice in their present successes. He .seems to
have wanted to see whether Adventists might start a
work in England also.
ndrews and his two children and the Swiss
Albert Vuilleumier set sail for England
on the Atlas in mid-September and
docked at Liverpool later in the month.
Jones and his wife welcomed the
Andrews family in London where they had found them
moderately priced accommodations. Jones had been
appointed to his London pastorate in 1872 and had
begun to revive the flagging fortunes of his new church,
which Andrews described as possessing a "neat and
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tasty appearance" as a result of Jones' labours. Revival
was needed, for Andrews estimated that there were
only about 30 members in the whole of Britain in 1876.
Andrews blamed "covetousness and desire to obtain
favour with the great" for this decline in their fortunes.
He was lamenting what Wesley had observed earlier,
namely that the first fires of a movement are all too
easily dampened by a growth in prosperity which the
adoption of a Christian life-style tends to bring.
But present decline was overshadowed by. past
greatness. Some time during that week Andrews was
shown the sites of the early English Sabbath worthies.
They walked the route taken by John Traske when he
was pilloried, whipped and sent to the Fleet prison;
went to Newgate where Traske's wife remained faithful
to the Sabbath through fifteen years of imprisonment
ending only at her death; to Pinners Hall where the
second Sabbath-keeping church in London was
Elder Albert
Vuilleumier
(1835-1923) who did
much to assist
Andrews and his
children upon their
arrival in
Europe, in 1874.
He later worked
as a colporteur
evangelist in
France, Italy and
Algeria.
established only to become extinct "within the present
generation"; and to Tyburn where John James was
executed, as well as to the public house where he was
forced to pay for the liquor of those who arrested him.
It was no small pilgrimage.
Andrews was much less impressed with an
internationally renowned preacher of the second advent
that he heard on one of his Sundays in London. Dr.
Cumming was the minister of a church in Covent
Garden and Andrews possessed at least one of his
books-a gift from an unidentified friend. Cumming's
popularity posed something of a problem for Andrews
for he could not understand why the rich and the
fashionable, especially in an age which had come to
believe in the inevitability of progress, should flock to
hear him. He was, Andrews thought, a man of
unremarkable/ voice but of great ability. The reason for
his popularity lay in the kind of second advent he was
preaching, Andrews concluded. Cumming taught that
the second coming would lead to a time of massive
conversions-a second chance doctrine for which
Andrews had no time.
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On the first Sabbath, he went to the Mill Yard Church
where he heard Jones preach on Psalm 8 in the
morning, preached himself in the afternoon (on James
2:12) and joined in the communion service. He them
travelled with Jones to Tewkesbury, Gloucestershire,
where they were entertained overnight by the Baptist
minister of Natton who took them next morning to the
village to meet with three of the five existing members
of the only other Seventh Day Baptist church in
England. Andrews must have wondered how long the
little company of five could survive as he told them of
the progress of the Sabbath reform in the United States.
The night train from Tewkesbury brought them to
Glasgow. They could hardly have been refreshed after
this journey on wooden seats but the meeting on 8
October 1874 was probably the high point of Andrews'
second week in England for it demonstrated to him that
there were men and women seeking, and willing to
stand for truth. The meeting, called rather grandly the
Sabbath Conference both by Jones and the lady in
whose house it was held, brought together six persons:
.one from Ireland, the rest from Scotland, all apparently
contacts of Jones who had sent them invitations. How
many did not come cannot be determined, but
apologies for absence were read. The meeting' was a
success. Experiences were shared, a man from North
Scotland was baptized, a report on the work in America
was given and a regular Sabbath meeting was
organized. The group was still meeting the following
year when the Vigilant Missionary Society of New
England heard that six people were regularly attending
the Sabbath prayer meeting.
ndrews might have been more dismayed
had he known that it would take over
three years before the decision to
send John Loughborough was finally taken,
and nearly four before the work 'in
England began. But he was not a man to sit around
waiting for something to happen. Believing that the
proclamation of the Sabbath truth was more important
than narrow denominational interests, he did all he
could to ensure the success of Jones' Sabbath
Memorial. Even before the first issue had seen the light
of day he was encouraging Adventists to take out
subscriptions and was busy writing the first of a
number of pieces for its columns. This was a sort of
newsletter telling of his discoveries of Sabbath-keepers
in various parts of Europe. His intention was clearly
evangelistic. He sought to show that the Sabbath was
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Group picture of Seventh-day Adventist workers involved in the English mission. The Loughboroughs are on
the extreme right of the picture, and seated immediately to the left is S. N. Haskell.
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more widely kept than was thought and to bring
courage to Sabbath-keepers, or waverers, in England.
"God is about to revive this cause of His downtrodden
Sabbath in Great Britain and Ireland," he wrote. "May
the friends of this divine institution be workers together
with Him, and they will see that their labour is not in
vain." For the second issue, he contributed a short
history of the Seventh-day Adventists to accompany the
second half of a history of Seventh Day Baptists by
Jones. Andrews' relationship with the Seventh Day
Baptists was both cordial and ecumenical. "God forbid
," he had written in 1875, "that we should not rejoice in
their success in leading men to obey God."
In addition, Andrews' personal letters to Jones
provided the editor with news which he used to fill his
pages, and occasionally with quotable quotes. Under the
heading "How to work in the Sabbath cause," Jones
cited Andrews as saying, "I know of but one way: -find
a field of labour; -ask God to help; -take off your
coat, and pitch into the work as a man who has a big
job to accomplish." It was this that Jones found so
admirable in Andrews and other Adventist preachers.
Writing in the first issue of his paper he had
commented that they "seem to have one very necessary
qualification for our common pioneer work, and this is
grit."
By the time Andrews visited England again in 1877,
the mission for which he had called had finally been
established. The General Conference committee,
through the pen of James White, urged the believers to
vote for the mission at the coming session. It is
remarkable, he told his readers, that the church should
have raised $100,000 to support the mission work in
four European countries and publications in seven
different languages and have neglected the country
which by reason of its language was both easier and
cheaper for Americans to work in. Here we have an
echo of Andrews' plea of 1875, but White's advocacy
went further: the other countries of the British Empire
would be more readily reached once an English mission
was established; England was the door to the English
speaking world. Furthermore, as a result of Andrews'
brief work, the time for such a mission was right. The
doctrines of the church were beginning to be known by
the small group of English Sabbath-keepers and,
especially after the failure of a Seventh Day Baptist
missionary, Nathan Wardner, who was recalled after a
division "for certain causes which need not here be
named," "there is a general expectation among the
discouraged few in England and Scotland that we are to
send them help very soon." r-
George 1. Butler added his voice in favour of the
mission and in the Review and Herald of August 22,
1878, in a note about the sending of missionaries to
Denmark, the mission to England was impatiently
anticipated. In September, William Ings' glowing reports
on the prospects in Southhampton was accompanied by
a plea from James White for 20,000 members to
contribute five dollars over the next two years in order
to provide funds for the proposed mission. After such a
build up it would have been strange indeed if the
conference session had voted against stri.rting a work in
England. But if any persuasion was needed, Andrews
was present to provide it. The delegates duly voted
unanimously for a three part resolution which named J.
N. Loughborough as the missionary and placed the
whole of the European work in the hands of what
amounted to a three-man subcommittee of the General
Conference-Andrews, Loughborough and a third
whom they were to co-opt.
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Edith Andrews
(1863-1885), the niece
of John Andrews
who accompanied him
on his second trip,
in 1879. She died in
Basel, on Christmas
eve 1885 and was
buried next to
her uncle.
conference of 1878 that Loughborough and Andrews
should go together to set up the mission. They were
certainly expected to sail for Europe together and were
billed to speak at a camp meeting in Wellville, New
York, just before leaving. Bereavement intervened.
Andrews had gone to the General Conference not only
to speak about Europe but also to seek a cure for his
daughter who had contracted T.B. "This child rendered
me great assistance," he wrote the day after her death.
"She met all [privation] with invincible courage, and
with patience, faith and hope ... Who is there that will
rise up to take her place?" A year later the wound was
still deep. "Today," he wrote in a letter, "is the
anniversary of my daughter's death. I cannot tell why
one who promised to be so useful should be taken
away. God's judgements .are a great deep."
In a letter of condolence, Ellen White urged him to
stay in America at least for a time, to marry again to
ease the load, and finally, if he returned, to spend some
time first in "Old England." He did not stay in America
for long and, much to Ellen's chagrin, he did not
remarry, although he did take Anna Oyer, who was to
double as a housekeeper and helper in the publishing
work (a replacement for Maud Sisley), and his niece
("to avoid all appearance of evil and all occasion for
foolish speeches," he commented to W. C. White). He
did, however, spend some time in "Old England." He
left from New York aboard the steamship Virginia in a
first class cabin. The frugal Andrews was not a little
troubled at the apparent extravagance. The man who
always travelled third class on European railways was
at pains to inform Review readers that ."our
accommodations have not been so stylish as we might
have had by higher priced lines."
hen Andrews arrived back in London,
on June 12, 1879, the friendship with the
Joneses was revived and he stayed with
them until he left for Southampton six
days later. The contact was a godsend, for
the day after his arrival he was "seized with chills and
fever." The succession of bouts of illness which were to
dog him till his death had begun. "They spared no pains
to relieve me of this attack," he wrote of the Joneses,
who took him into their home and nursed him. He was
well enough to spend the Sabbath with the Mill 'Yard
Church. "We had interesting services . . . about forty
ndrews was most concerned that the good
relations built up with the English
Seventh Day Baptists should not be soured
by the Seventh-day Adventist mission.
There were already rumblings. Reporting
to James White in June 1877 on the missionary
cooperation over prospects in Italy between himself
and Jones, Andrews confided that "Elder Jones had
acted very honorably toward us in this matter. He does
not like the action of the Seventh Day Baptists and they
bear down on him very hard." It may not be without
significance that Jones' General Conference passed a
resolution in 1876 that approved an interchange of
delegates with Adventists but drew attention to the fact
that the two churches held "such opposite views
concerning important doctrines," while in 1878, Varnum
Hull read a paper on the differences between the two
denominations. In the same year the Seventh Day
Baptist Sabbath Recorder took up the case of a
disaffected Adventist, Dr. Charles Lee, and James White
wrote a vigorous editorial protest in the Review.
This was distressing to Andrews who, as far as
Seventh Day Baptists were concerned, was an
ecumenist. He had twice been a delegate to the Seventh
Day Baptist General Conference, expressed his
disappointment at the non-arrival of their delegate at
the hastily called Adventist conference of 1873, publicly
welcomed the Baptist preacher L. C. Rogers at the
conference of 1874 and responded warmly to his
"stirring address" on working for a closer union
between the two bodies. He would also have had a
hand in an irenic resolution of 1873 referring to Seventh
Day Baptists as a people highly honoured of God as the
depositories of His law and especially the Sabbath, and
committing the Adventist church to cooperate with
them "in leading men to the conscientious observance
of the commandments of God." He would thus have
rejoiced that the air had cleared sufficiently for Nathan
Wardner to be warmly welcomed by the conference
delegates of 1878 and may have been instrumental in
finding him a place in the program to preach. It was
certainly Andrews who proposed the continuation of
the custom of sending a delegate to the Seventh Day
Baptist General Conference and an article by Andrews
in the conference edition of the Review may well be an
extended version of the speech that he made on that
occasion. It was a moving plea for good relations
between the only two Christian bodies that had the
Sabbath in comnlon. In Andrews' view, this fact made
them "substantially one" despite doctrinal differences.
Andrews already had one eye on the English mission
and urged that it give no offence to Seventh Day
Baptists with whom he had worked so harmoniously.
He concluded with the hope that Adventists will "meet
the Seventh Day Baptists in such a manner that we
shall be helpers to them and they to us." The Seventh
Day Baptists were not strong, he pointed out; they had
only two churches in England, and "we would gladly
see these little churches strengthened and enlarged."
His final sentence summed up his whole article, and
philosophy: "There must not be strife between us; for
we are brethren."
It might well have been decided during the
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persons were present, nearly all . . . friends of the
Sabbath," he told Review readers. Jones gives us a
fuller account: Andrews preached at the afternoon
meeting on Matthew 5:20, "a very interesting discourse,
in which he showed from the model sermon of Christ,
that it is the duty of all ministers of the gospel to
preach obedience to the commandments of God." At
5:00 pm they all had tea in the burial ground and at
6:00, they returned to the church for a prayer meeting
and "conference." What they conferred about we are
not told, but we may suppose that Loughborough's
mission was on the agenda. Possibly also Jones urged
Andrews to write him another article, based on the
efforts of some churchmen to make the English Sunday
more of a strict Sabbath. Certainly Andrews wrote such
an article and it was published in November. Again,
they may have discussed the best way of dealing with
Christadelphian criticisms of Adventists--they were
certainly dealt with in the July issue-or even the
publishing of sections of Andrews' History, which
began in October. And, of course, Jones would have
wanted news of the Glasgow believers, especially after
the collapse of the Wardner mission.
Because of illness, Andrews was unable to offer
much support to Loughborough's summer evangelistic
campaign in Southampton. He returned to Basel in the
early part of August, determined to do his very best in
directing the mission in Switzerland, editing Les Signes
and following up contacts. England was not on his
agenda. But Loughborough lacked the physical stamina
to shoulder the burdens of the English mission on his
own. The prospects of facing another summer of
evangelism without an assistant filled him with
consternation. And he did not want inexperienced help.
In April, 1880, Ellen White wrote to Andrews, urging
him to travel to England to help Loughborough. He
made it there by the end of June-one week after the
series of tent meetings had begun. One wonders
whether Andrews was more of a hindrance than a help
in the campaign. He was able to speak only five times
at more or less weekly intervals, and then only with
great difficulty, coughing every few sentences. Indeed,
on some days, Loughborough informed James White, it
was virtually impossible for him to read a whole
chapter of the Bible "and the least tax of his mind is a
great task."
The miracle of healing which was the object of a
world day of fasting and a service of anointing, had not
come to pass. The day planned for Andrews' departure
found him writing to the Review that he was too ill to
travel. The fact that he preached a few days later leaves
us wondering whether he was a hero or a
hypochondriac, but the question is answered by
subsequen.t events. Loughborough had begun to take
him to see doctors and two of them advised him to give
up preaching because of the state of his lungs. "They do
not speak very encouragingly in respect to my
restoration of health," Andrews wrote, and
Loughborough and Ings both thought it unwise for him
to travel back to Switzerland unaccompanied.
Loughborough noted cryptically, "Bro. Andrews bled
today." Two days later, his son Charles arrived and they
began the journey back to Basel. As his brethren had
anticipated, the journey was almost too much for him
and it was several months before he was able to report
that he was feeling better. It is not surprising, then, to
find Anna Loughborough confiding to Mary K. White,
"Unless the Lord works for him, he will surely die of
consumption."
Yet, somehow, Andrews had made a contribution, at
least during July and early August. He told Review
readers that he had spoken occasionally in the tent, and
twice a week in the hall at Ravenswood,
Loughborough's headquarters in Shirley Road,
Southampton. The subject of his evangelistic sermons
at Romsey were clearly determined by the pattern that
Loughborough had worked out. Thus, on his first
appearance he spoke on judgment, to be followed in
the evening by Loughborough on the signs of the end
found in Matthew 24.
Most significantly, the first two months. of this
evangelistic series was marked by a basic gospel
approach. Distinctively Adventist topics were barely
touched on. Daniel 2 was dealt with at the fourth
meeting and the judgment at the seventh and ninth; the
signs of the end at the tenth; the emergence and
destruction of the "Wicked" at the end of time at the
sixteenth; the second coming, this time based on John
14:1- 3, at the twenty-third. In between these topics, and
forming the bulk of subject. material, were a large
number of presentations which appear to have been
staple evangelistic fare. Loughborough and Andrews
appear to have taken great pains to ensure that their
hearers became Christians as well as Adventists. Nor
was this simply a public relations exercise-a "breaking
down of prejudice," to use twentieth-century jargon-
for the record of Andrews' Sabbath morning services at
Ravenswood revealed a similar pattern. He gave four
devotional studies on Ephesians 6:13, Deuteronomy. 8:2 -
3, 2, 2 Corinthians 5:7 and Psalm 1, but only one
doctrinal, on baptism. It is, of course, possible that
some of these neutral devotional texts had an Adventist
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sting in their tails, but in that unlikely case, it would
still be true that Andrews and Loughborough
approached some of the testing truths obliquely or late.
It was September before Loughborough began dealing
with the Sabbath and the messages of the three angels
of Revelation 14.
We have a non-Adventist verdict on only one of
Andrews' evangelistic sermons from the friendly pen of
William Jones. "Elder Andrews," he reported, "preached
a sound scriptural sermon on the judgment, which the
audience heard with devout attention." Jones' visit was
one of those occasions of brotherly cooperation that
Andrews valued so much. Also present were a veteran
Seventh Day Baptist missionary, Dr. S. Carpenter, and
Henry Veysey, a schoolmaster contact of Jones' who
was already helping Loughborough in a number of
ways. At an evening meeting' in Ravenswood, Carpenter
spoke about the work in China, Veysey on the Unjust
Steward, and Jones on "What I must do to be saved."
Jones was enthusiastic about the campaign. "It does
not take long for simple folk to find the Sabbath," he
rejoiced; "they turn to their Bibles and there it is -'The
Seventh Day is the Sabbath.'" Jones was not a public
evangelist. He worked through the tracts he published,
the letters he wrote, and the advertisements' he placed
in the press. His contacts tended, therefore, to be
. literate and from the middle classes. This may have
been his first encounter with "simple folk."
But what was thrilling from one point of view could
be frustrating from another. For Jones' "simple folk"
were the poor, and in some cases the illiterate, and as
Loughborough had discovered by the time he had run
his first campaign, "those of wealth do not expect to
listen to the same man to whom the poor listen."
Andrews reached a similar conclusion: "The tent does
not give access to the better class of people as readily
as in America." He was clearly perturbed that the
mission was so far reaching mainly Jones' "simple folk,"
and longed to be able to reach what he called in his
report to the General Conference "the better classes"
who are reluctant to enter a tent because it is
associated with "a class of men whose influence is not
good" and who regard both tent and tract as being
designed solely for the lower orders. And when men
were persuaded to attend, they had to contend'with the
concerted opposition of the local clergy who in both
pulpit and house-to-house visitation urged them against
a decision for the Sabbath.
ndrews' precarious health thus gave him
time to reflect on the problems of the
English mission. "It seems to me," he wrote,
"that we have almost everything to learn
in beginning l~bor of any kind in the Old
World." The tent, which Loughborough had used with
such success in a classless Mid-west and in temperate
California, was something of a liability in class-ridden
and storm-raked England. "To reach the middle and
upper classes to any great extent, it is necessary to hire
respectable halls," Andrews observed, and respectable
halls were expensive.
By the year of Andrews' death, however, the longed-
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for British periodical (Present Truth) was launched
from Grimsby, the event being signalled by a short
review by William Jones in the Sabbath Memorial and
by 1885, 13,000 had been sold or given away. If the
work had been slower than Andrews had imagined
when he told James White that the obstacles to
progress in England would be far fewer than they were
in Switzerland, modest gains, nevertheless, had been
made. Between the arrival of Loughborough and the
death of Andrews, over 49,000 families and ships had
been visited and nearly 1.75 million pages of tracts, and
nearly 85,000 periodicals, distributed; and the
membership stood at 100. The infant church, at whose
conception and birth Andrews was present, was
beginning to grow.
Andrews was, of course, not above criticism. His
sensitivity to criticism may have contributed to the
illness which limited his usefulness in England, and his
overscrupulous sense of stewardship can but have
confirmed Loughborough's view that good quality halls
were beyond his reach-an attitude which Ellen White
was later to blame for the slow progress of the work.
His attitude to the poorer classes was also
disappointing. With the acute powers of observation
and description manifested in his letters from England
in 1874, he never once mentioned the dwellings, or the
general condition, of the working classes. And when
faced with audiences mainly of the lower classes in
1880, he frankly regretted the fact. He was certainly no
William Booth. But then, neither was any other Seventh-
day Adventist missionary to Europe. Andrews was a
member of a church which, from its earliest days, had
had its greatest impact upon men of at least some
property. It was difficult to be confronted by those who
had none.
The absence of economic differences goes some way
towards explaining Andrews' strikingly close
relationship with William Jones. More than that,
however, both men were scholars, writers, editors and
Sabbath reformers, who helped one another, prayed for
one another, preached for one another, and took
communion together. Doctrinal differences and his
,belief that the Adventist church had a special message
to proclaim did not cause Andrews to lose sight of their
common Christian calling as guardians and proclaimers
of the Sabbath. And Jones returned that friendship and
respect many times over. Like John the Baptist, he was
first in the field. He had the contacts. Some of them
passed eventually under the influence of Andrews' more
organized and resourceful church while his own
stagnated. Yet he remained magnanimous, opening his
pulpit to both Loughborough and S. N. Haskell, and
welcomed each new Adventist success, especially while
Andrews lived. The English mission in its early stages
owed much to William Jones. And it was Andrews who
sought him out and won his confidence. "To us," Jones
wrote in a moving obituary, "he was a dearly beloved
brother and counsellor."

This house in North Lancaster, Massachusetts and the old Elm
tree in its backyard were silent witnesses to John Andrews'
efforts as he wrote his comprehensive History of the Sabbath,
first published in 1861.
Courtesy Review and Herald
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Courtesy Nevins Harlan
of the great challenges faced by
missionaries is the need to communicate
in the languages spoken in the countries
where they are called to serve. How
did the first missionary sent by the fledgling
Seventh-day Adventist church fare in this respect? What
foreign language skills did John Andrews acquire and
how effectively did he use them? In addition, what are
the main characteristics of his language style, especially
during the European period of his life? These are some
of the questions dealt with here.
His History of the Sabbath and The First Day of the
Week offers evidence that Andrews was able to use
intelligently both Hebrew and Greek in dealing with
Biblical texts, although there are very few quotations in
these two languages. His knowledge of Latin is
documented both by the Latin quotations and
references in the same work and by the number of
scholarly books in"Latin still to be found in the large
portion of his personal library kept at the Seventh-day
Adventist Seminary at Collonges which represents one
of the treasures of the Alfred Vaucher Library.
Grammars, readers and lexicons for most of these
ancient languages-as well as a grammar of the
Samaritan language and Bibles in ancient languages,
sometimes with interlinear translations-were also part
of his library and testify of his active interest in the
original languages of the Bible and in the documents of
the "world of scholarship" available at his time. Not all
his books show evidence of having been read; but their
acquisition discloses the orientation of the owner's
mind.

Andrews' knowledge of ancient languages was not
wasted in Europe. Hebrew words, in Hebrew
characters, were used in the second issue of Les Signes
des Temps (August 1876). The year before, his
familiarity with the Greek language put him at the right
level of scholarship during a courteous debate with a
learned pastor in Prussia. His articles in.Les Signes des
Temps demonstrate a good foundation in the original
languages of the Bible. The whole Adventist community,
both in the United States and Europe, benefited from
the possibility of relying on a Biblical scholar at a time
when learned ministers represented the exception
rather than the rule.
It is not totally surprising, however, that a self-taught
person would have acquired a working knowledge of
ancient languages. But what proficiency did Andrews
demonstrate in modern languages before he went to
Europe?
Among the books in his library at Collonges, there is
a Dutch and English New Testament printed in New
York in 1865. A pencil note on the first page reads, "J.
N. Andrews Rochester N.Y. April 9, 1868." Thus
Andrews was interested in what he could learn from
the translation of the Scriptures in a somewhat
uncommon European language long before he may have
considered the possibility of laboring in Europe. A
Portugese New Testament, printed in London in 1826,
also belongs to his library at Collonges.
It is certain that Andrews prossessed a good reading
knowledge of French before leaving for Europe. Shortly
after his arrival in Switzerland, he stated, "I have for
years as I have had opportunity read French works
with some degree of satisfaction as I have sought to
gain information not otherwise to be found." Around
1870, he read daily three chapters in the Bible in
French. It is very likely that he gave a French New
Testament to his daughter in 1871.
Before 1874, then, this "prince of scholars" used his
keen mind and his passion for readmg and learning in
order to acquire, among other skills, a good working
knowledge of Greek, Hebrew, Latin, and a reading
knowledge of French. He also showed an interest in
other modern languages. From the point of view of
linguistic background, Andrews was reasonably well
fitted for his mission in Europe, although his lack of
oral practice in French would limit his conversational
skills.
ndrews was already forty-five years old
when he sailed for Europe-not an ideal age
for acquiring fluency in new foreign
languages. But he could hope that his
habits of diligent study and persevering
efforts could qualify him for rapid progress. He also had
to provide language training for his two children,
Charles, seventeen years old, and Mary, barely thirteen.
Upon his arrival in Switzerland, Andrews decided that
his first task was to master French. In his first report to
Review readers, he declared, "I have now to educate my
ear to distinguish, and my tongue to utter, the sounds
of the French language." From visual understanding, he
had to move to oral comprehension, proper
pronunciation and conversation. His expectations of
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rapid progress were high, as evidenced by his reports
and letters: "I hope within a short time to be able to
speak in the French language," he stated, less than
three weeks after reaching Neuchate1.
On January 1, 1875, a time of the year when plans
were reviewed and resolutions made, Andrews wrote in
his report for the Review: "My first important work
here is to become master of the French language so as
to speak it correctly and to write it grammatically. It is
not a light task to accomplish this. I have toiled early
and late, and have made some progress," he continued.
"I feel certain of success with God's help. It is now the
great desire of my heart to preach Christ in the French
language with freedom, and to see sinners converted to
Him."
Total immersion in the new language appeared to be
the key to its rapid acquisition. Andrews convinced
Charles and Mary to ban the use of English, except
from five to six in the evening. Sometimes the
frustrated children ''just waited for their English hour in
the evening, then talked as fast as they could." At the
end of the following year, the whole family joined in
signing a Christmas resolution:
Covenant Concerning the French Language Made
Between Charles, Mary, and Their Father.
We hereby covenant together that we will use only
the French language in our conversations with one
another. We will not depart from this arrangement
except by mutual consent when there shall exist good
reasons for so doing. We will try in the fear of God to
keep this covenant, as we ask His help that we may
fulfill it faithfully. But it shall be our privilege to use
the German language whenever we can speak a word
or sentence of it.
J. N Andrews
C. M. Andrews
Mary F. Andrews
Bale, Suisse, Dec. 24, j 876
At the beginning of their stay in Switzerland, the
Andrews family had taken regular French classes at the
Roulet boarding school, in front of the Neuchatel
railway station. Later, some of the workers, often new
converts, gave language lessons to the children.
Andrews studied mostly by himself, and very hard.
Soon he added German to his program, and later
Italian. But it was not an easy task. His letters and
reports to the brethren in Battle Creek and to Review
readers indicate his increasing frustration, sometimes
bordering on discouragement.
Three factors slowed the learning process-especially
of French, on which Andrews concentrated during the
first years. In the first place, his associates were not
particularly helpful when it came to language matters.
As he commented: "not one of our friends here is well
instructed in French grammar. Those here with whom
we have lived have no conversational powers, and
either say nothing or generally speak in very low
indistinct tone." The second negative factor was the
lack of cooperation from the Swiss members. When
James Ertzenberger had been sent to Battle Creek, in
1869, many "spared no means to educate him in the
English language. . . ." Three members of the church
spent up to four hours a day with him, drilling him in
Andrews' determination
to master the French
language led to this
"Covenant ... made
between Charles, Mary
and their Father,"
on December 24, 1876.
Courtesy Nevins Harlan
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the language. Andrews had been one of them. He had
expected similar help in Switzerland but instead met
"the most painful disappointments."The third factor had
to do with Andrews' study habits, age and nature as
well as with his priorities. Two years before turning
fifty, he wrote: "I can educate my eye with much less
difficulty than my ear." Intellectual learning was more
natural and easier for him than the acquisition of
practical, conversational skills. It was, however, his
purpose to prepare tracts, and especially to publish a
paper in French-later also in German and Italian-that
determined the priority he put on the study of grammar.
Unfortunately, the two Vuilleumier brothers, on
whom Andrews had to depend in the beginning,
displayed neither grammar knowledge nor interest for
it, although their language appeared correct. This
surprised very much the learned missionary, who
decided he "must be more perfectly instructed in the
grammar of the language" before rushing "ahead on the
tracts." Even after Les Signes had been published for
more than a year, Andrews expressed his "extreme
anxiety," not so much about having it "free from faults
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,of spelling and the ordinary typographical errors,"
which he naturally wished to avoid, but because "there
is great danger in using a foreign language of making
blunders that will render the truth ridiculous." With this
noble purpose in nlind, the missionary, turned
increasingly editor, was bound to spend an important
part of his time both studying the language and
assuring the correctness of the paper. "It is a very
serious task to get out a paper in a language not your
own," he commented. "... I conlmence work with the
daylight and end it late in the evening or night." In
addition, his failing voice and his deteriorating health, -
as well as his tendencies for diligent study and writing,
made desk work a natural inclination.
But Switzerland had three major official languages,
also spoken in large neighboring countries. Since
Andrews already possessed a knowledge of French and
also because he first lived in a French speaking area, it
was natural that he would concentrate initially on
French. And French was "generally known" in many
European countries "by the better classes." This made
the publication of a periodical and tracts in that
language an obvious choice.
From 1876 on, however, the mission headquarters
were located in Basel, where German was spoken. Also,
the strong interest cultivated in Germany by J.
Ertzenberger made the study of German desirable even
before Andrews move.d from Neuchatel. "I have made
some effort in German." he stated in 1875. "We take
daily German lessons," he communicated two years
later. Because of his interest for the work in Italy and
possible publications in Italian, a letter written toward
the end of 1877 reveals that he had added Italian to his
studies. "I have three languages to learn-the French,
the German, and Italian. It is no child's play for me to
get them so that I can use them correctly. I cannot
express to you what anguish of spirit I have suffered
over them." Of course, as initially for French, one of
Andrews' aims was to be able to supervise the content
of Adventist publications in the new foreign languages.
". . . I wish to make further progress in German that I
might be more certain that everything is correct in
them," he wrote in 1878.
t is not easy to assess Andrews' progress
in French during the first two years. It
It appears certain, however, that he must have
achieved a good level of writing skills by
1876, otherwise he would not have started Les
Signes des Temps, if he wanted to remain consistent
with the standards he had set himself for a paper in
French.
By July of 1878, Andrews wrote to W. C. White, "I
write every day in French, German and Italian, but I
feel that I am slow in these matters. . . ." Immediately
before, he stated, "We need some competent person to
lean on in German and in Italian in order to safely get
out a paper.in each of these languages." It is evident
that Andrews considered himself competent only in
French, unless he meant that competent assistants were
already available in French. Sometime after 1876, he
assessed his oral proficiency: ". . . I can preach in
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French so as not to make myself ridiculous, and so as
to reach the hearts of those who hear."
In December of 1879, after commenting on a sermon
on Daniel by Andrews, Jean Vuilleumier evaluated his
performance stating, "He makes progress in French."
Apparently Andrews spoke in French that Sabbath. A
few days later, Andrews himself said, "I have made
earnest effort to advance in the knowledge of the three
languages which we are called to use." He continued to
study them. With reference to Italian two years earlier,
he had said: "I have made some progress in Italian and
find it very easy."
A remark of a practical nature should be made
concerning Andrews' linguistic environment. With the
exception of his long visit to the United States, he lived
mostly in Basel from April 1876 to October 1883. During
this time, he concentrated more on French than on the
other European languages. But, aside from many of his
assistants, he was not surrounded by a French-speaking
community. On the other hand, his progress in German
was centainly hindered by the Basel dialect, which he
heard more often than "high German." These factors
negatively influenced his progress in oral fluency in
both languages. They may have also provided an
additional incentive for studying French and German
grammar.
During the last year of his life, Andrews wrote in
English. In view of his weak health, it was best to
expend the least effort. He continued to supervise the
translations which were made, mainly into French. He
often spoke in French, sometimes even with persons
who understood English. And he went to breakfas"C"in
the morning, his German Bible under his arm." Until the
end, "the ablest man in all our ranks" fought on, weak
in his body, but his mind ever challenged by the
unfinished task and the progress still to be made.
fter he went to Europe, Andrews made a
conscious effort to bring his writings
to the theological level of his European
readers. This had nothing to do with
accuracy and correct language, although
he insisted on both. He reportedly spent more than one
day adding a missing accent mark, by hand, on the
front page of three thousand copies of Les Signes des
Temps. Even during his last days he made incredible
efforts to proofread the paper.
In reading the English manuscript of "Reponses it un
frere d'Italie," one is struck by the simple, almost
elementary language used by Andrews. He wanted to be
clearly understood by his correspondent, as well as by
all who read his response when it appeared in print in
Les Signes des Temps. Few examples of the voluntary
metamorphosis achieved by Andrews in writing for his
paper as this one were as striking. In this context, a
remark he made in a letter in 1880 is quite revealing:
". . . I have to write in so simple a style for European
readers who are not Bible scholars .... " He would have
felt uncomfortable if the same articles had been read by
American readers. It is true that he was emphasizing in
his remark the Bible background and level, but his
language style was also affected.
Courtesy Review and Herald
Buel L. Whitney, his wife Esther and
their two daughters, Jean and Lenna ..
Sent to Europe to relieve the ailing
Andrews, he supervised the establish-
ment of the Basel publishing house.
certainly written by Jean Vuilleumier in April, 1883,
shows Andrews miraculously gaining strength each
month, when the deadline of his articles approached,
writing them in a very short time, and then returning to
his normal state of total physical prostration and
mental exhaustion. Besides the grace of God and the
sentiment of his duty, it was certainly also Andrews'
call to write that gave him the power to rally, even if
only for short periods of time. In a way, he was kept
alive by the needs of the paper and he totally identified
himself with his task as editor.
Andrews was a writer at heart and much more. He
was an educator, a teacher, a church doctor and a
preacher. And yet, on his deathbed, impressed by the
unaccomplished task, he felt and said that his life had
been a failure, since it had not brought forth the fruit
that he had expected. His sister-in-law replied that his
writings remained and would continue to bring light.
She was certainly right. For years after his death,
translations of his articles provided intellectual food
and inspiration for many European readers. Some
articles were published in Italian as late as the second
World War. But he could also contemplate
Two of his close associates paid a deserved tribute to
his European style. B.. L. Whitney stated of Andrews'
style that
. . . he labored to present the truth in the most clear
and simple manner, and in the way best calculated to
bring it within the intelligent comprehension of all into
whose hands it should come. His success in these
efforts was certainly remarkable, and the present truth,
as presented in early volumes of this journal, furnishes
an admirable example, and one rarely attained, of
simplicity, clearness, and force.
And Jean Vuilleumier, who deeply admired Andrews
during his youth and who was strongly influenced by
his writings, declared many years later:
The biblical ... studies of J. N. Andrews ... in Les
Signes des Temps ... are characterized by a remarkable
simplicity, concision and mastery. . . . The journal has
not exceeded, and not even reached since, the heights
to which the limpid style, the wide knowledge, the
Biblical richness, the deep view and the exquisite
urbanity of its founder had brought it.
Among the first generation of Seventh-day Adventists,
Andrews stood without peer as a scholar. Toward the
end of his life, he could read the Bible in seven
languages-Hebrew, Greek, Latin, French, German, and
Italian, besides English. He also manifested a passing
interest for Dutch, and maybe for Portuguese and
Arabic.
Orally, he endeavored to make progress until the end,
especially in French. He could communicate in this
language, both in public and in private, at an acceptable
level. His degree of proficiency in German or in Italian
is less known.
It is in writing, above all in French, that he obtained
the best results, insisting on the most precise selection
of words, expressed with correct grammar. "Perhaps
another could do better in the grammar than myself,
but I think the judgment will show that I have done
what I could," he wrote to Ellen G. White in June of
1875. His approach to languages was intellectual. This
may have hindered his progress in the total mastery of
conversational skills, thus limiting his overall
aeffectiveness. Mrs. White felt free to tell him in 1883,
"Had you, my brother, worked more through an
interpreter in the place of studying so much to speak
the language, you would have been working your way
into the hearts of the people and into the language too."
Such a practical remark could have been endorsed by
a foreign language specialist. But there were other
factors to be taken into consideration. In B. L.
Whitney's view, the best way to reach the European
public at that time was through the printed page. In the
beginning, as we saw, his associates provided little
assistance with conversational French. And Andrews'
age when he labored in Europe should not be forgotten.
Also during the last four years of his life, Andrews'
health was so poor that he could be much more
effective from his desk.
His natural tendencies should not be neglected either,
for "at heart he was a writer." A public letter, almost
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extraordinary results while still alive. By the end of
1882, nearly 200,000 copies of Les Signes des Temps
had been distributed to "almost the entire French
Protestant population of Europe." The paper was being
sent to twenty-four countries. on four continents already
in 1880.
As early as 1875,Andrews wrote, "each nation must
have the truth in its own language." He then addressed
a call, both to Europeans who learned English in the
United States and to Americans:
. . . young men of approved piety, and of good
understanding in the Scriptures, and of capacity to
teach, who understand no language but the English ... I
think that if such young men were willing to give
themselves to the work ... they would speedily become
able to speak the language of the country to which they
should go.
He suggests, as many modern methods do, total
immersion in the target language, with teachers who do
not know English, but who speak correctly and
distinctly. And he warns pointedly, "let none come to
Europe for the romance and sight-seeing of the journey.
This kind of poetry will speedily turn to sober prose."
J. N. Andrews understood early in his experience the
needs of Europe and. labored with total dedication in
order to meet them. Although some cross-cultural
differences remained, by studying the local languages
he endeavored to be Swiss with the Swiss, French with
the French, German with the Germans and Italian with
the Italians. If the last message is to be finally delivered
to every nation and tongue, it will require from today's
messengers a willingness to follow in Andrews' steps.
Two of the many tracts
published by J. N. Andrews during
his lifetime, which presented
in a lucid and convincing manner
thefundamental beliefs of
Seventh-day Adventists.
Courtesy James Nix
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